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"'To Boldly Go" versus "Last, Best Hope'" examines a total of four American television series 
from the Star Trek and Babylon 5 franchises, and the portrayal of human civilization in the 
future. The thesis traces how Star Trek set out "to boldly go" and how Babylon 5 was the 
"last, best hope" in depicting a coherent, futuristic vision for humanity. The initial chapter 
focuses on the background of the series and also the ways they differed from one another, 
while chapter 2 is devoted to the portrayal of government systems, society, guiding principles 
and social inequality. As the premise is established, chapters 3 and 4 go into detail on a range 
of issues pertaining to the lives of characters and overarching themes such as religion and 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
"To Boldly Go" and "Last, Best Hope" were the introductory catch phrases of Star Trek and 
Babylon 5 respectively, two cornerstone franchises that dominated American televised science 
fiction in the 1990s. Both sayings tantalized the expectations of the viewers with underlying 
promises of riveting tales from space filled with drama, comedy, tragedy, action, and war, not 
to mention the unfolding lives of the myriad of diverse characters that inhabit both universes. 
But these catch phrases also embody the spirit of the television series as they set out with 
ambitious visions of humanity in the future. 
 This thesis examines how Star Trek set out "To Boldly Go" into a positive and utopian 
future for mankind, and how Babylon 5 presented itself as the "Last, Best Hope" with its 
portrayal of a future where humanity was still flawed. This thesis looks at both, comparing, 
and contrasting their attempt to be something more than lighthearted entertainment by 
emphasizing the focus on social and historic commentary. The relevance of this study is that 
these American television series portrayed ideas of humanity that the viewers can relate to, 
with concepts of society as it could or should be, and a moral story of what is right and 
wrong. Each chapter traces specific themes relating to humanity and society, but the study 
does not exclusively limit itself to one specific issue like government. Rather, it provides an 
understanding of the overall future that is being presented to the viewers. This is 
accomplished by a strong focus on the story arcs and plot elements that pertain directly to the 
concepts and issues of humanity and society. In relation to the plot elements, the thread that 
runs through the thesis is the comparison between Star Trek's utopian setting and Babylon 5's 
more dismal setting, and the impact these settings have on how the characters act. The 
characters that are given attention are not just human, but also alien, as the values and 
principles they adhere to are often reflections and parallels of contemporary concerns. 
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 There is a distinct lack of literature that relates specifically to the topic of the thesis, in 
part due to the broad scope chosen. Scholars and academics have written about Star Trek ever 
since the launch of Star Trek: The Original Series of the 1960s. These fall outside the scope 
of the thesis as they often relate exclusively to the original series and its characters. This study 
focuses on the sequel television series that came twenty years later and took Star Trek to the 
"next generation," as well as the rival stand-alone series that presented an alternate portrayal 
of humanity in space, Babylon 5. And while Star Trek: The Next Generation, Star Trek: Deep 
Space Nine, and Star Trek: Voyager have been featured in academic writing, the focus has 
typically been limited to narrow topics or individual characters that do not fit the topic of this 
thesis. Babylon 5, on the other hand, has not been prominently featured in any academic 
writing save for a few notable exceptions.   
 Daniel Leonard Bernardi's book on Star Trek is likely the work that relates most 
closely to the topic of the thesis. A professor of cinema at the San Francisco State University, 
he is closely familiar with science fiction motion pictures and television series, and showcases 
it in the book Star Trek and History: Race-ing Toward a White Future, published in 1998. As 
indicative of the title of the book, the subject matter is not simply society as a whole, but also 
issues specifically relating to ethnicity and race in Star Trek. Much focus is on Star Trek: The 
Original Series, which is not the topic of this thesis. However, he does give attention on Star 
Trek: The Next Generation and the other spin-offs, indicating how the tone of these series 
shifted with the passage of time to some extent, reflecting unfolding social realities. The core 
of his argument is that Star Trek projects the idea of a futuristic society where "whiteness" is 
dominant and apparent in most of the characters, regardless of the actors' actual ethnicity. He 
continues this line of thought by making the claim that certain alien races are largely 
representative of non-white ethnicities, such as the Ferengi being a portrayal of Jews. That 
idea is not entirely in alignment with this thesis, which rather finds aliens as reflections of 
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specific cultures more so than specific ethnicities. His argument does, however, align when he 
makes the case that the stories being told on Star Trek are reflections of contemporary times 
and various social movements in recent times.
1
 
 With regards to Babylon 5, this thesis builds on the work of the historians and authors 
Edward James and Farah Mendlesohn. Both of them are well versed in history and closely 
familiar with the science fiction genre, having written numerous works on the topic 
individually. In their book The Parliament of Dreams: Conferring on Babylon 5, the two 
gathered a selection of academics texts that examine the television series, and also provided 
their own analysis of the Babylon 5 universe. They emphasize how the series successfully 
chose a more overarching and expansive conflict as the stage on which the human struggle to 
advance was portrayed. The two authors make the case that science fiction as a genre, and 
Babylon 5 specifically, is an historical reflection more than anything else. The case is also 
made of how the alien civilizations, with all their characteristic traits and habits, are 
reflections of historic and contemporary human civilizations and nations. They point to the 
series' continuous use of historical parallels in telling its story, and how the realism comes 
across with the lack of obvious answers and clear-cut resolutions to moral dilemmas. Finally, 
they argue that Babylon 5's lack of static environment with its continuously progressive story 
arc made for an accurate portrayal of a future that was always in motion, and an unparalleled 
epic in its own right.
2
 The thesis will expand on many of the issues and topics that are raised 
by the authors, but also fill in certain gaps such as masculinity versus femininity, which were 
- by the authors' admission - missing from their work.    
                                                 
1
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University Press, 1998). 
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Choosing the topic and comparability 
Series and movies within the science fiction and fantasy genre can often come across 
as lighthearted and, perhaps, shallow entertainment that is produced largely for the sake of 
providing the viewers with an escape from every-day life. They tend to depict fantastical 
scenarios or conflicts in either the future, past, or alternate dimensions or realms, with limited 
impact due to their varying degrees or absence of social commentary. The Star Wars 
franchise (1977-1983) depicted a classic struggle of good against evil, the Alien franchise 
(1979-1997) was pure horror with man versus bloodthirsty extraterrestrials, while the cult 
classic Blade Runner (1982) was class conflict in a science fiction or film noir setting, to 
name a few.  
Star Trek (1966-1969) was the brainchild of Gene Roddenberry, and his tale of 
humanity's exploration of space would outlive the original five year mission, as the 1970s saw 
the continuation of the franchise. First came Star Trek: The Animated Series (1973-1974,) and 
then Star Trek: The Motion Picture (1979,) which spawned several sequels depicting the 
original crew of the Enterprise up until Star Trek: The Undiscovered Country in 1991. By that 
time, a new television series, Star Trek: The Next Generation, had launched and was well on 
its way, later taking over the mantle of continuing the motion picture series as well. The 
popularity and interest in the exploration of space paved the way for Babylon 5, a project 
featuring an entirely new and alternate portrayal of humanity in the future. Both franchises are 
in many ways platforms in which the creators and writers explore both historical and 
contemporary societal challenges and issues by putting them in an alternate context, albeit 
while simplifying them at the same time. 
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Three television series from the Star Trek franchise, spin-offs of the original Star Trek, 
were chosen for the study: Star Trek: The Next Generation, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, and 
Star Trek Voyager. The Babylon 5 series was then selected as being the most appropriate for 
comparison. The reason for this is that the four series were all broadcast more or less 
concurrently, with the three Star Trek series airing with some overlap from 1987 to 2001, and 
Babylon 5 from 1993 to 1998. Furthermore, unlike Gene Roddenberry's vision for Star Trek, 
Babylon 5 creator Joseph Michael Straczynski did not seek to depict any sort of utopia, saying 
"I'm not trying to sell any one particular idea in that respect. I think that, at its base, science 
fiction is about hope. ... There has to be a goal to strive toward."
3
 While there were further 
spin-offs from both franchises, Star Trek: Enterprise (2001-2005) and Babylon 5's Crusade 
(1999,) these have been purposely omitted for several reasons. First, Star Trek: Enterprise has 
the status as a prequel to the original Star Trek, and therefore is not set in the relevant time 
period, and it also came out at a later date. Crusade, on the other hand, is a spin-off sequel of 
sorts to Babylon 5, but Joseph Michal Straczynski had limited control over its development 
and it also went unfinished after a mere 13 episodes.  
The original conflict and rivalry between the developers of the different series 
heightens the interest for comparison. J. Michael Straczynski had originally pitched Babylon 5 
to Paramount who turned it down in the late 1980s, which led to Warner Brothers eventually 
taking over the project.
4
 Straczynski made it clear while corresponding with people online 
that he thought there were striking similarities between his creation and Star Trek: Deep 
Space Nine (a product of Paramount.) He primarily brought up the similarities in the setting of 
a space station, locale visuals, and some aspects of the initial story and characters (both 
featured female second in commands, and there were also the characters Dukhat and Dukat 
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that were relevant to the plot.) Most of his criticism was directed at Paramount, who he 
perceived as trying to "kill off" his series by influencing the creators of Star Trek: Deep Space 
Nine in to mimicking the initial distinctive aspects of the series, while also providing a bigger 
budget to "cream" Babylon 5 in the ratings.
5
 Surely enough, fans of the series did notice this 
and a rivalry ensued between the fan bases, though Straczynski would later downplay some of 
his criticism. Interestingly, some famous actors from Star Trek, like Walter Koenig, went on 
to do roles on Babylon 5, lauding it for its fresh take on science fiction television. And finally 
the wife of the late Star Trek creator Gene Roddenberry, Majel Barrett, appeared on Babylon 
5 in a guest role, portraying the widow of the Centauri Emperor.
6
 This was an attempt to 
reach across the aisle and reconcile the fans of the two different franchises.
7
 Regardless of 
whether the accusations of co-opting are true or mere coincidence, the similar premises of the 
series make a comparison more interesting.  
 
Overview of Sources 
 The primary sources for this thesis will be four different television series from the two 
franchises: Star Trek: The Next Generation, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, and Star Trek 
Voyager from the Star Trek franchise, and Babylon 5 on its own. The motion picture Star 
Trek: First Contact and the television movie Babylon 5: The Gathering are also included 
among the primary sources as they offer essential references that relate to the settings of the 
television series. Since the made-for-television movies of the Babylon 5 franchise are set 
within the internal timeframe of the series, and because they are more comparable to two-part 
episodes found in Star Trek, they will be referenced when necessary. 
                                                 
5
 JMSNews, 2008, <http://www.jmsnews.com/msg.aspx?id=1-13041> (6 July 2012). 
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symbolic in its own right, paying tribute to Roddenberry. 
7
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 Taken together, the Star Trek series amount to a total of 526 episodes, and there is a 
fairly equal number for each one. Star Trek: The Next Generation consists of 178 episodes, 
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine has 176 episodes, and Star Trek: Voyager has 172 episodes. The 
first season of Star Trek: Voyager was cut short, hence the lower number of episodes. Each 
series consists of seven seasons, released in individual DVD box sets released from 2002 to 
2006. Babylon 5 consists of 110 episodes (not counting the television movies) divided across 
five individual seasons released in box sets similar to Star Trek, released from 2002 to 2005. 
The television movies were also released as a collection in a box set (which also includes the 
stand-alone pilot episode.) Typically each season box of Star Trek contains extra material in 
segments featuring interviews with creators and actors, background for stories, and design 
distributed across the individual discs, while Babylon 5 has similar material but also 
commentary tracks on major episodes of the season. These special features will also be used 
as primary sources where applicable to the topic of the thesis. 
Star Trek: The Next Generation 
Star Trek: The Next Generation is an American science fiction series created by Gene 
Roddenberry that ran from 1987 to 1994, serving as a sequel of sorts, or spin-off, to the 
original Star Trek series on the 1960s. Across seven seasons covering the years 2364 through 
2370, it depicts life onboard the starship USS Enterprise as it travels among the stars “to seek 
out new life and new civilizations.” Humans are shown to be living relatively peacefully 
alongside numerous likeminded alien species in the utopian United Federation of Planets. 
This interstellar coalition was founded by humans and various aliens, and is shown as a 
having a foundation in scientific advancement and peaceful exploration of the galaxy, with all 
members working for the betterment of mankind and the other member races. On the surface, 
Earth in Star Trek has become seemingly devoid of problematic social issues such as racism 
and religion, and cultural differences within humanity have become extinct, or at the very 
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least much less complicated. The United Federation of Planets often finds itself at odds with 
other galactic powers that project cultural traits and have characteristics that the humans view 
as archaic, while differences to the norm within Federation life are viewed negatively and as a 
threat to their progressive society. The series is largely episodic, meaning that it features few 
overarching storylines, and the characters are often faced with situations that challenge their 
moral beliefs or threaten the peaceful existence of the Federation.  
 
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine 
 Star Trek: Deep Space Nine is an American science fiction series created by Rick 
Berman and Michael Piller (successors of Gene Roddenberry, and co-creators of Star Trek: 
The Next Generation) that ran from 1993 to 1999. Covering the years 2369 through 2375, the 
series is primarily set onboard a space station called Deep Space Nine rather than on a 
starship. In the series, the United Federation of Planets takes over a space station near the 
backwater, newly liberated planet Bajor, following the expulsion of their occupiers, the 
Cardassian Empire. The pilot episode reveals that a previously undiscovered wormhole in the 
system allows instantaneous travel from the Alpha Quadrant to the unexplored Gamma 
Quadrant.
8
 The discovery thrusts the station into the limelight and becomes the stage for 
intricate drama when an aggressive superpower from the Gamma Quadrant, known as the 
Dominion, starts to wreak havoc across the Alpha Quadrant. The series was episodic, but 
certain themes are prevalent throughout, and the series develops more progressive continuity 
especially in the later seasons. Arguably darker than the other Star Trek series, Deep Space 
Nine explores issues that the others do not, ranging from religion, racism, political issues, to 
the hard choices made in war.   
  
                                                 
8
 Quadrant is the Star Trek definition of a part of the galaxy, as it is divided into four quadrants: Alpha, Beta, 
Gamma and Delta. 
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Star Trek: Voyager 
 Star Trek: Voyager is an American science fiction series created by Rick Berman, 
Michael Piller and Jeri Taylor that ran from 1995 to 2001. It was concurrent with five seasons 
of Deep Space Nine, and covers the years 2371 through 2378. The series revolves around the 
life of the characters onboard the USS Voyager. In the pilot episode, the ship is pulled across 
the galaxy by an alien entity to the distant edge of the Delta Quadrant after pursuing a ship 
belonging to the rebel faction known as the Maquis. Stranded, the Federation and Maquis 
crews join forces onboard Voyager and begin a journey home that will take them 70 years, 
facing countless perils along the way. While the story of how Voyager is to get home is the 
continuous premise of the series throughout, the series is largely episodic in the same way 
Star Trek: The Next Generation was, dealing with one situation at a time. Major issues and 
themes of the series is whether or not the crew should stick to their Federation principles 
when their home is so far away, or seek easy ways to get home at the expense of others.  
 
Babylon 5 
 Babylon 5 is an American science fiction series created by Joseph Michael Straczynski 
(typically abbreviated JMS) that ran from 1993 to 1998. Unlike the various Star Trek spinoffs, 
the series' creators fully intended to make the series a serial saga, “a novel for television,” 
with story arcs from the first season gradually advancing and coming to a climax in the later 
seasons.
9
 The series storyline spans primarily five years, covering the years 2258 through 
2262, though scenes and episodes also depict both past and future events, explaining and 
expanding upon the cause and effect of the characters’ actions. Much like the various Star 
Trek spinoffs, the human characters are primarily serving in the armed forces, but Earth is not 
depicted as a peace-loving faction among space-faring species, and the Earth Alliance is no 
United Federation of Planets. The Earth Alliance is shown as more primitive than many of the 
                                                 
9
 JMSNews, 2008, <http://www.jmsnews.com/msg.aspx?id=1-7864> (9 July 2012). 
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space-faring races on Babylon 5, often with severe technological disadvantages in comparison 
to other factions, and less polished and perfect than its Star Trek counterpart. As the series 
begins, we see humans humbled and recovering from a destructive war with that nearly 
caused their own extinction, following a history of militarism and expansionism directed at 
alien races since becoming capable of interstellar travel. The titular space station Babylon 5 
was created as a diplomatic outpost where all the races of the galaxy can congregate to 
resolve their differences, and is described as the “last, best, hope for peace” and later the “last, 
best hope for victory.” Humanity is portrayed as somewhat subservient to superior alien 
species and dependent on their subtle and not-so-subtle guidance. In many ways humanity in 
Babylon 5 is largely a continuation of present day society - albeit more technologically 
advanced - still utilizing societal frameworks that Star Trek's humanity views as obsolete, 
such as currency. The series also shows humans as not being entirely unified as a species, 
with nation states still existing on Earth and secessionist settlements on colonized planets like 
Mars. Xenophobia and discrimination are still prevalent and problematic societal issues, and 
religion has not been done away with despite scientific advancements. In the course of the 
series, the characters onboard the station find themselves at the center of major conflicts and 
wars, while also dealing with the rise of a new wave of autocratic leadership and militarism 
on Earth.      
 
Organization of the Thesis 
 The individual internal chapters of this thesis will deal with specific aspects of these 
series that are relevant to the thesis question. A number of issues and themes that are recurrent 




Chapter 2 will cover the topic of "Humanity, Government, and Society," as it will give 
deeper insight into the general premise of the series. By highlighting the general state of 
humanity and society, the chapter will provide a greater overview and framework for 
comprehending the issues raised in the subsequent chapters. Specifically, Chapter 2 will raise 
the issue of humanity's advancement from present day to the timeframe that the two 
franchises are set in, covering the topic of technology and science which is a major theme in 
both. Furthermore, the depiction of the government systems as they are presented in both will 
be analyzed as these portrayals tie into the topic of society and how the characters live their 
lives, what sort of principles and freedoms they have, and what the social dynamics and 
norms of each universe are. The utopian Federation's handling of the Maquis rebellion in the 
various Star Trek series will be analyzed, and also compared to one of the plotlines of 
Babylon 5 where the titular station's secession and support for the independence of various 
Earth Alliance colonies is portrayed. The depiction of society will also be covered with 
comparison and analysis of race issues and political movements that are featured in the 
different series. A notable example will be the Star Trek: Deep Space Nine episode "Far 
Beyond the Stars" where Benjamin Sisko (played by African-American actor Avery Brooks) 
experiences a vision of himself in the 1950s, struggling for civil rights. On Babylon 5, the 
discrimination of telepaths is a recurring theme throughout the series as they struggle to gain 
freedom, and essentially resort to violence and terrorism to make their voices heard.  
Chapter 3 will cover "Religion and Beliefs in Futuristic Society" and their overall 
presentation on the various series. It will highlight the portrayal of religion in both franchises 
and accentuate the stark differences between the two, and put particular emphasis on 
individual characters that are presented as religious. While Star Trek skirts around many 
religious issues and tends to present the humans as largely atheistic, devoted to science rather 
than religious beliefs, some humans on the series are occasionally shown as having spiritual 
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beliefs, such as Commander Chakotay (Robert Beltran) who is a Native American. 
Meanwhile, Babylon 5 portrays human religions in either their traditional or modernized 
forms, with some characters such as Commander Susan Ivanova (Claudia Christian) and 
Doctor Stephen Franklin (Richard Biggs) being religious. While not an original idea, both 
Star Trek and Babylon 5 take the religious aspect further by presenting some aliens as the 
gods and mythical beings that humans (and other aliens) believe in. Humanity's interactions 
with alien religious beliefs, and the relevance of alien religions will also be covered in this 
chapter to a large extent.  
Finally, Chapter 4 will be devoted to "Masculinity vs Femininity, Sexuality, and 
Family" with a focus on the individual characters and what they represent more so than the 
overall plot of the series. There are many characters from both franchises that are both 
symbolic and innovative, such as Captain Kathryn Janeway (Kate Mulgrew), the female lead 
of Star Trek: Voyager, while others become mere stereotypes, particularly Commander 
William Riker (Jonathan Frakes) from Star Trek: The Next Generation. Emphasis will be 
given to plot elements where the individual series dared (or in some cases didn’t dare) take 
particular characters beyond the traditional framework and push the boundaries, such as 
Lieutenant Jadzia Dax (Terry Farrell) engaging in a same-sex kiss on Star Trek: Deep Space 
Nine, and the bisexuality of Commander Susan Ivanova (Claudia Christian) on Babylon 5. 
A recurring and prominent theme throughout the different chapters will be how the 
creators and writers of the series have utilized aliens and alien civilizations as rivals, 
counterparts, or parallels of present day humanity. In both Babylon 5 and Star Trek many 
aliens are portrayed as antagonists that often represent the opposite of what the human 
characters stand for, holding ideals and values that are representative of present day traits one 
might find prevalent among humans. In some cases, the alien civilizations are apparent 
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parallels of specific nations - defunct or otherwise - from Earth. An example of such a parallel 
would be the Centauri Republic on Babylon 5, which serves as a parallel to the old colonial 
empires of Europe. Often the characters of the series react to the actions and behaviors of 
aliens with a sort of moral high ground, having surpassed problems relating to issues such as 
social stigma. Specific examples related to this are given in the fourth chapter, particularly in 
the sections detailing humanity's interaction with aliens that have issues with gender identity 
and forbidden love. 
Differences in Tone Between the Series 
The introductory sequences and theme melodies of each of the television series 
demonstrate the contrast between Star Trek and Babylon 5, especially in the instances where 
they include a narration, as they set the tone for the series premise. In the case of the Star Trek 
series, only Star Trek: The Next Generation's introduction offered any sort of narration. It 
begins as the planets of Earth's solar system are displayed on screen, accompanied by the 
theme melody. The voice of Captain Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart) then speaks a variation 
of the quote from the introduction of the original Star Trek (1966-1969) by the iconic Captain 
James Tiberius Kirk (William Shatner) before the names of the cast are shown between 
flashes of the USS Enterprise flying towards the screen. 
 
"Space... the Final Frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its 
continuing mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no one has gone before."
10
   
 
The opening sequence of Star Trek: The Next Generation embodies the common themes 
of all the series from the Star Trek franchise. The music, combined with the images of the 
massive spaceship flying amidst the planets, underlines the premise of humanity having 
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 "Encounter at Farpoint," Star Trek: The Next Generation, Paramount Pictures (DVD, 2002). 
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reached the stars and mastering technology on an entirely new level. Meanwhile the narration 
emphasizes the idea that humanity’s purpose at this point is simply the quest for more 
knowledge and scientific understanding of the universe. Almost like a joyride through the 
stars, humanity has advanced to the point where Earth’s flagship and its military forces are 
devoted in their entirety to exploration. The opening sequence, with the narration going 
unaltered in the series’ entire seven year run, exemplifies some of the rigidness of Star Trek. 
Apart from the rare cliffhanger at the end of a season or two-part episodes, Star Trek: The 
Next Generation rarely featured anything resembling an overall story arc. Apart from minor 
plot elements like occasionally recurring characters, the series was episodic. As things came 
to a conclusion in one episode, the events were rarely referenced in the subsequent one, or any 
later episode for that matter. All through to the end, episodes, seasons, and the series as a 
whole had a happy ending where all obstacles were overcome, and the Enterprise was free to 
continue its exploration.    
In contrast to Star Trek: The Next Generation, neither Star Trek: Deep Space Nine nor 
Star Trek: Voyager had any sort of narration in their introduction, in large part due to their 
difference in setting. As Star Trek: Deep Space Nine was a fixed location on a space station, it 
did not conduct exploration, but rather different aliens and cultures came to there. The ship on 
Star Trek: Voyager did make time for scientific exploration, but the overall goal of the series 
was to make the trip home. With no narration, both series featured purely upbeat musical 
opening sequences with the title of the series and names of the cast overlaid on shifting 
external shots of the titular space station and vessel, respectively. The only differences across 
the series’ seven year durations were changes in cast members, and also Star Trek: Deep 
Space Nine’s slight alteration of the opening theme and addition of more computer-generated 
digital effects from season 4 and on. The two series clung to the episodic format that seemed 
to work for their predecessor, and the opening sequences do not seem to reflect the constant 
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perils faced by the crews. They remain optimistic and fixed, much like Star Trek: The Next 
Generation, giving little doubt that all will be well in the end.  
Babylon 5 took a different approach than Star Trek, featuring a different opening 
sequence for each season of the series, reflecting the ever-changing mood of the story. For 
each year there was a different musical theme, different clips of events depicted in previous or 
upcoming episodes, and also a new narration. Furthermore each season has a distinct title, 
albeit not specifically named in the opening titles, no doubt due to the series presentation as a 
saga for television. The narrative of the opening sequences described the ongoing storyline of 
the series as it progressed, giving the viewer insight into the status of events and also giving 
the historical perspective that can serve as an introduction for new viewers. This was 
exemplified with the introduction of the first season, spoken by Jeffrey Sinclair (Michael 
O'Hare.) 
 
"It was the dawn of the Third Age of Mankind, ten years after the Earth-Minbari War. 
The Babylon Project was a dream given form. Its goal: to prevent another war by 
creating a place where humans and aliens could work out their differences peacefully. 
It's a port of call – home away from home for diplomats, hustlers, entrepreneurs, and 
wanderers. Humans and aliens wrapped in two million, five-hundred thousand tons of 
spinning metal, all alone in the night. It can be a dangerous place, but it's our last best 
hope for peace. This is the story of the last of the Babylon stations. The year is 2258. 




 The first season's narration underlines some of the fundamental differences between 
Babylon 5 and Star Trek. While Star Trek had the bold mission to go forward and explore, 
Babylon 5 seems to underline the fragile peace and volatile nature of life in space, 
emphasizing that "it can be a dangerous place." Furthermore, the description of the station 
itself as simply tons "spinning metal" indicates that humanity is not so much the master of 
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technology, but more subservient and small. The lines spoken are a variation of the 
introductory monologue by Londo Mollari (Peter Jurasik) in the pilot episode, where he says 
"I was there at the dawn of the Third Age of Mankind," hinting that the station and its role 
would come to have great importance in the years to come.
12
 Season 2 would go on to feature 
another variation of the introduction, by John Sheridan (Bruce Boxleitner) where the station is 
described as "a shining beacon in space" in "the year the Great War came upon us all."
13
 But 
with the third season, the tone of the introduction would shift, marking the turning point in the 
series. 
 
"The Babylon Project was our last, best hope for peace. It failed. But, in the Year of 
the Shadow War, it became something greater: our last, best hope [dramatic pause] for 





 This monologue, spoken by Susan Ivanova (Claudia Christian,) showcases Babylon 5's 
ability to change along with the events of the series. The musical theme would be different 
from each year, pompous and epic for the first two, while more dramatic and fast paced for 
the third and fourth. As the series progressed, it would always up the ante with each season, 
with the political and societal issues becoming more complex. It never remained fixed in a set 
mission, but rather made it clear that the station was just the stage where events of 
momentous importance played out. This trend would continue into season four - titled "No 
Surrender, No Retreat" - which had an introductory sequence narrated by thirteen different 
characters with lines such as "it was ... the year of destruction," "... the year of rebirth," "... a 
new age," "... the year everything changed" spoken in sequence.
15
 The season was packed 
with drama and action as several of the major story arcs that had been developing since the 
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beginning of the first season finally came to a conclusion. Season 5, named "Wheel of Fire," 
took a step back as there was a lull in the greater political drama that had previously 
dominated the series. The tone of the narration shifted once again, seeming to reflect more on 
what had already taken place by featuring quotes from preceding seasons.
16
  
The narrated introductions of Star Trek and Babylon 5 offer a useful contrast to one 
another, in that they highlight the stark differences between the two franchises on a 
fundamental level. Star Trek: The Next Generation gives us the impression of a confident 
humanity that has mastered science and technology, using it as a stepping stone for advancing 
exploration of the cosmos and peaceful interaction with other civilizations. The narration for 
the first three seasons Babylon 5, on the other hand, portrays the mixture of previous defeat 
combined with hope for the future, and also a kind of subservience to technology by 
describing the colossal space station as a minor speck in the vastness of space. Even so, the 
element of unchartered territory and uncertain future is present in both franchises. 
Furthermore the differences in choice of introduction, particularly when considering Babylon 
5's seasons 4 and 5, serve to emphasize the focus on the individual characters, their choices 
and personal tales, as integral parts of the whole story rather than being "along for the ride" as 
one sees in Star Trek. 
The cast of characters also had an impact on the tone of the series. The different Star 
Trek series largely maintained the same cast for the entire duration, replacing only one or two 
characters in the run. Once again this reflects the static and safe environment of Star Trek 
where very little changes. Babylon 5, however, had a plan for each individual character and 
the role they had to play in the five year arc. As such, the main cast remained somewhat fluid 
over the years, with characters being replaced as their specific arc was played out to the end. 
Even some of the main characters would occasionally suffer a dramatic death, reflecting the 
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progressive and ever-changing nature of Babylon 5 and also adding welcome unexpected 
variety that was rarely found on Star Trek. 
19 
 
Chapter 2 - Humanity, Government, and 
Society 
This chapter will explore several major themes in Star Trek and Babylon 5, and how these 
series provide social commentary on a large scale. It begins with an introduction to the 
settings of the series and how humanity has grown and developed from present date to that 
point in time. It will provide an overview of the impact of technological advancements and 
conflicts in particular. Emphasis will be given to how these events provided societal reform 
and progress for humanity to varying degrees, so that one may understand the context of the 
commentary. Subsequently, as the premise of these futuristic societies has been accounted for, 
the chapter will go in to detail on a variety of interrelated issues that are presented in the 
series. These topics will range from societal structure and government, to racism and 
discrimination. In large part, the characters and their handling of the issues presented will be 
given the most emphasis. Where applicable, attention will be given to how aliens are 
presented in these series, and how their actions and identity serve as parallels to both history 
and contemporary society. 
 
2.1 - The Advancement of Mankind 
 Past conflicts are utilized as a springboard for the advancements that mankind have 
made up until the timeframes of the Star Trek and Babylon 5 series. We can say World War II 
ushered in a new era for humanity with the conflict furthering technological advances, leading 
to a relatively increased harmony with the founding of the United Nations, and triggered the 
space race between the United States and Soviet Union. Similarly, both franchises reference 
(in their timeframe) more recent conflicts in their past as equally pivotal in history. The series 
have premises of a World War III in their past, the outcome of which shaped their present 
20 
 
state of things. Arguably this narrative was chosen because the horrors and outcome of World 
War II is still relatively fresh in the minds of the viewership as an ultimate conflict, and the 
very premise of another war on a similar or more expansive scale opens for the idea of 
societal changes of profound magnitude. However, the creators of Star Trek and Babylon 5 
had different views of exactly what types of consequences a major war would have on 
humanity, and how it would reform human civilization.  
 Star Trek has presented the outcome of such a conflict as having a lasting and 
reformative impact on human society. Human civilization was fragmented and in ruins 
following the end of World War III which had lasted from 2026 to 2053. In 2063, ten years 
after the war, a scientist achieved a velocity faster than light speed with a space vessel he had 
constructed, and attracted the attention of the alien civilization known as the Vulcans who 
initiated "first contact" with humanity in.
17
 As if experiencing a profound epiphany, and with 
the guidance of the logic-driven Vulcan race, humanity was then quickly able to come 
together and recover from the onslaught of the war. Contact with aliens did away with the 
most prominent societal issues such as racism, abandoned organized religion, and joined the 
interstellar community. At the time of the three Star Trek series, the human race is presented 
as entirely unified, with few or none internal conflicts. The only threats to the harmony and 
tranquility of Earth on Star Trek come from scheming alien races.
18
 As such, the United 
Federation of Planets is shown as a perfect utopia where humanity use technological advances 
to peacefully explore the galaxy in a quest for greater knowledge. 
 On Babylon 5, humanity is not shown as an entirely peaceful race, nor is it portrayed 
as free of internal societal issues, regardless of relatively prominent achievements such as 
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space travel. Rather, it is shown as an occasional aggressor that has moved beyond the 
confines of planet Earth and out into space. The series mentions a World War III that lasted 
from 2080 to 2084, which led to the founding of the Earth Alliance as a governing body for 
the planet. However, the Earth Alliance did not do away with internal strife or societal issues. 
Racism and discrimination of various sorts remain problems that humanity contends with, 
nation states still exist, and conflicts have persisted, as evident of by the mention the War of 
the Shining Star and the Canal War in the centuries that followed. After colonizing the solar 
system, first contact was made with the alien civilization known as the Centauri Republic in 
2156, which gave humanity the means to achieve interstellar travel, but did not stem human 
aggression. The Earth Alliance later waged an opportunistic war in 2231 against the 
expansionist alien Dilgar Empire in order to establish a reputation, and gain influence in the 
galactic community.
19
 The Earth-Minbari War soon followed in 2245, when the Earth 
Alliance forces recklessly botched first contact with the mystical and vastly technologically 
superior Minbari Federation.
20
 This led to a conflict that came close to exterminating 
humanity. One of the major story arcs of the series is unraveling the mystery of the 
unexplained surrender of the Minbari during the final battle of the war. The conflict led to the 
construction of the titular diplomatic space station, beckoning various alien civilizations to 
meet and solve disagreements peacefully.
21
 Still, the series continues to depict the Earth 
Alliance as far from perfect.  
 Babylon 5 frequently emphasizes the state of humanity and the standing of the Earth 
Alliance in galactic affairs as something far from perfect. The Earth Alliance ships are 
depicted as being large and clumsy in comparison to the other powers, also standing in 
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contrast to the sleek technical sophistication of Star Trek's Federation. The technological 
elements are not that far advanced, as ships rely on rotating components on the exterior of 
their ships to achieve internal gravity, and their weapon systems proved unable to target 
Minbari ships during the war. Regardless, Earth enjoys a great deal of respect due to their 
actions during the Dilgar Wars, even garnering admiration from some of the more prominent 
galactic powers like the Centauri Republic. Centauri Ambassador Londo Mollari (Peter 
Jurasik) elaborates on the relevance of Earth in the pilot episode of the series. 
 
"Do you know why I am here? I'm here to grovel before your wonderful Earth Alliance, 
in hopes of attaching ourselves to your destiny, like... what are those fish called on your 
planet that attach themselves to sharks? ... Yes. You make very good sharks Mr. 
Garibaldi. We were pretty good sharks ourselves, once - but somehow, along the way, 
we forgot how to bite. There was a time, when this whole quadrant belonged to us! 
What are we now? Twelve worlds and a thousand monuments to past glories, living off 
memories, stories, selling trinkets. My god man, we've become a tourist attraction! See 




 Mollari's statement is the first of many examples where Babylon 5 uses historic motifs 
in its portrayal of humanity. Earth has had an aggressive stance in interstellar affairs up until 
the point of the series, and has enjoyed rapid recognition as one of the major (although less 
technologically advanced) powers. As such, Earth becomes a parallel to the United States as it 
was with the implementation of the Monroe Doctrine and its efforts during conflicts such as 
the Spanish-American War and World War I. The Centauri Republic - a former expansive 
power that has become a monument to itself - serves as an allusion to the old colonial 
empires, particularly the British Empire, in how it is attempting to ride on Earth's coattails in 
search of achieving prominence and greatness once again. Regardless of the hard-learned 
lesson of the Earth-Minbari War, humanity on Babylon 5 is still flawed and still struggles to 
achieve the same sort of enlightenment and unity seen on Star Trek. 
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 The concept of reaching that sort of Star Trek-esque utopia on Babylon 5 is presented 
to the viewer as the "Third Age of Mankind." The term is first mentioned in the introductory 
title sequences of seasons 1 and 2, stating that it "was the dawn of the Third Age of Mankind" 
but it is not fully explained until season 4.
23
 Halfway through season 4, the character of John 
Sheridan states that the banishment of the two ancient alien races known as Vorlons and 
Shadows races heralds the "Third Age." The major conflict of the series known as the 
"Shadow War" comes to a conclusion when humans (and other aliens) banish the Vorlons and 
Shadows to "beyond the rim."
24
 It has been revealed through the course of the series that these 
two have controlled and interfered with the advancement of races such as humans over the 
course of the millennia. The concept of the "Third Age" is one where civilizations - especially 
humans - can progress naturally without interference, and stand on their own two feet to solve 
their own internal problems.
25
 The season 4 finale, an episode titled "The Deconstruction of 
Falling Stars," shows segments from humanity's future in centuries, millennia and eventually 
a million years after the series' conclusion. In the different time periods portrayed in the 
episode, humans are still shown as struggling and experiencing severe setbacks in their 
progress over the years. The final segment of the episode shows a human finally being 
capable of assuming a form similar to the Vorlons, becoming a peaceful being of pure light 
and knowledge, thereby ascending to a higher plane of existence just before Earth's sun goes 
supernova and humans migrate to a new home.
26
 Essentially, the viewer never sees anything 
akin to the societal perfection of Star Trek, but rather glimpses of a lengthy struggle to better 
mankind.  
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 The different kinds of struggle presented by Babylon 5 and Star Trek underline the 
contrast between the series. Star Trek, by and large, is about a perfected version of human 
society that is virtually devoid of internal strife. Humanity's underlying struggle and difficulty 
in the Star Trek series relates to preserving what they have achieved with a philosophy of 
altruism in the face of external threats. Past conflict provided humans with the means to travel 
through space and make contact with various aliens, providing a sort of "quick fix" for 
overcoming most prevalent problems that had previously plagued human civilization and 
society, such as poverty and war. The drama and commentary often comes in the form of 
exactly how humans tackle external threats that challenge their view or way of life. On the 
other hand, Babylon 5 sets the stage for drama and social commentary by presenting a society 
that is advanced but by no means perfect or utopian. Past conflicts similarly provided the 
means to venture in the space, but there were no drastic shifts in attitudes and philosophy. 
Rather humans continued down an arguably destructive and self-centered path, utilizing 
advanced technology to engage in conflict on a broader scale than before. The struggle of 
humanity on Babylon 5 is to eventually achieve enlightenment and a society devoid of 
societal issues through the slow progress of time, self-realization, and self-determination, 
rather than external guidance. Star Trek's presentation of the future is a more optimistic one, 
where utopia has already been achieved. The writers present a tranquil society, but it rarely 
demonstrates what it took to actually achieve this peaceful state. In a sense, the series fast 
forwards, giving us a presentation of what can be, not what must be done. In that sense, 
Babylon 5 maintains a more grounded tone at its base, because it does depict more realistic 




2.2 - Government Systems, Society, and Principles 
 All the series have a varied cast of characters at the center of the drama that brings the 
struggle to life for the viewer. It is through the characters that we see what life is like in this 
fictional universe and how they tackle the social issues portrayed. Regardless of the journey 
humanity has taken to reach the point it is at in the different series, both fictional universes 
employ a similar approach on how to present the characters and society around them. In all 
the series, the approach is basically that the main characters are considered to be the epitome 
of excellence within their government, shining examples of law-abiding and honorable 
individuals (with a few exceptions.) We see them regularly confronted with hard choices that 
challenge the morals and values of humanity, typically adhering to ingrained beliefs that are 
in line with the lofty standards of their society. Star Trek: Deep Space Nine and Babylon 5 
both have regular or recurring characters that are civilians, such as bar owners, government 
representatives, diplomats and the like. Additionally there are also characters on Star Trek: 
The Next Generation and Star Trek: Voyager who are civilians, though most of these are 
minor guest characters. However, all the series, due to their settings onboard ships or military 
installations, revolve chiefly around characters who are career military officers. 
 With the series largely centered of military life, an accurate measure or assessment of 
the government they represent can be difficult to obtain. One is forced to look at how the 
characters in the different series describe and view their governments, and to what sort of 
standards they hold their governments. Star Trek: Deep Space Nine and Babylon 5 are both 
centered on set locations, namely space stations, where the lead characters are not merely 
serving in the capacity of military commanding officers, but also in political roles to some 
extent. The commanding officer of Deep Space Nine also has the responsibility of serving as 
the Federation representative to the prospective member world Bajor, while the commanding 
officer of Babylon 5 is a military governor and the representative of the Earth Alliance in 
26 
 
interstellar diplomacy. These two series feature the biggest insight into the particular politics 
and government workings of both universes as the lead characters' dual roles onboard the 
titular installations sometimes comes in conflict, forcing them to make hard choices.  
 The viewer is largely given a glossed over image of how the human government 
functions within the universe of the series, as the characters adhere to ideals and service codes 
such as Star Trek's oft-referenced "Prime Directive" which serves as a moral compass for the 
characters when forced to make difficult or potentially compromising decisions. The Prime 
Directive is a philosophy of how humanity should conduct itself in the exploration of space, 
and sets limitations on their mandate as explorers.
27
 The character Jean-Luc Picard describes 
it in one episode, underlining the esteem in which these principles are held: "The Prime 
Directive is not just a set of rules; it is a philosophy... and a very correct one."
28
 The 
characters tend to view principles such as the Prime Directive in a manner that brings to mind 
the way the United States Constitution outlines civil liberties and serves as the foundation for 
American society and government. The moral obligations of Prime Directive is a central part 
of an episode where the Klingon Empire, a Federation ally, experiences difficulties during a 
leadership transition that leads to civil war. There is proof of the Romulan Empire's 
manipulation of the events, and Picard knows that a Romulan-Klingon Alliance will wipe out 
the Federation if the rebels succeed in ousting the Klingon leader. Still, humans do not budge 
on principles in favor of realpolitik, and Picard and the Federation refuse to intervene because 
it would violate the Prime Directive.
29
  
 While these codes of conducts and philosophical guidelines are in place, the characters 
are sometimes confronted with hard choices when they find someone not acting in accordance 
with these principles. Essentially, the main characters are occasionally shown as better than 
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the institutions they serve, unwilling to take shortcuts to achieve their objectives. This is 
exemplified numerous times in the course of Star Trek: Voyager, where the stranded crew 
undergoes the 70 year long journey across the galaxy, back to Earth. The crew is occasionally 
presented with a choice where they could break the Prime Directive to get home, but are 
unwilling to do so. The most prominent example is the two-part episode "Equinox" where the 
crew of Voyager encounters another Federation vessel, called the Equinox, stranded under 
similar circumstances. The Equinox has frequently violated the Prime Directive for the sake 
of their own survival, using an alien race as fuel in their engines in an effort to speed up their 
journey home. While the Equinox crew is shown to have done this in desperate 
circumstances, they are nevertheless portrayed as unlikeable and renegade-like, thereby not 
garnering any sympathy. Consequently, the Voyager peruses the Equinox, resulting in the 
destruction of the latter ship, and its surviving crew members are severely reprimanded by 
Voyager's commanding officer for their actions.
30
 The core of the presentation is black and 
white where breach of the Prime Directive is wrong, and deviance must be punished.  
 In contrast, Babylon 5 presents more complex predicaments where the code of service 
sometimes conflict with what is morally right. The situations arise when the main characters' 
fellow humans are willing to set aside the rules for the sake of political victories and gains. 
This is exemplified in the episode "The Fall of Night" where a surviving warship from to the 
Narn Regime, which had recently capitulated to the Centauri Republic, arrives in Babylon 5's 
neutral space to make repairs with station commander John Sheridan's blessing. When the 
Centauri attack the Narn ship as well as the station, Sheridan returns fire to protect the station, 
resulting in the destruction of a Centuari warship. Consequently a representative from Earth, 
working to establish an alliance between the Earth Alliance and Centuari Republic, demands 
that Sheridan apologize to the Centauri government. Sheridan expresses disgust at the 
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demand, feeling he was doing the morally right thing by adhering to the station's neutrality, 
stating "Apologize for doing my job, like hell."
31
 The human main characters continue to 
express irritation with their own government for turning a blind eye to Centauri aggression 




 What we see in the different series is that the characters adhere to lofty standards and 
principles, and antagonistic individuals are presented as morally ambiguous. Even their 
government and military institutions which the characters serve occasionally come into 
conflict with these ideals, much to the main characters' disgust. Star Trek tends to make the 
drama in the form of the main characters versus rogue elements in their midst, as the human 
government is portrayed as virtually flawless in its enlightened state. On the other hand, 
Babylon 5 often has the characters in opposition to both antagonistic humans as well as 
corruption within their government. In both cases, the main characters tend to make the 
"right" choice, highlighting how they stick to certain founding principles that their 
government was founded on, even if other representatives of the same institutions do not 
adhere to them in the same way.  
 Both Star Trek and Babylon 5 tackle moral issues pertaining to freedom and civil 
liberties in their own fashion, with the main characters making choices of importance when 
something or someone stands in opposition to the established principles. On Babylon 5, the 
Earth Alliance government experiences a coup staged by Vice President Clark which killed 
President Santiago at the end of the first season of the series. While the truth regarding Clark's 
machinations does not come to light until several seasons later, the main characters slowly 
become more disillusioned with Earth Alliance government. It gradually grows more 
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autocratic and betrays its founding principles by quelling freedom of speech and internal 
opposition to the administration. Xenophobia is also exploited and encouraged by the new 
regime, leading to the creation of an anti-alien group known as the "Homeguard." The Clark 
Administration later founds the "Ministry of Truth" and the "Ministry of Peace," as well as 
the "Nightwatch" division (which absorbs the "Homeguard") which are shown as government 
institutions aimed at controlling the populace through propaganda and conducting under-the-
table diplomacy with less-savory allies such as the Centauri Republic. In his frequent 
interactions online with the series' fan base, Babylon 5 creator Joseph Michael Straczynski 
described the story elements when the episode first aired: 
 
"It's easy -- safe and reassuring -- to dismiss Nightwatch and the whole political 
climate on Earth at this time as referring to Nazi germany...SS, Stormtroopers, 
informers...but if we know our history, it shows that this is not so isolated as we might 
think. If we say it was just the Nazis, then it's a non-repeatable phenomenon, we 





 Straczynski's comments on the story elements are true in that the issues being 
presented are not limited to being a reference to just the machinations of the Nazi regime. The 
concept of the informers, heightened propaganda efforts, and "us versus them" mentality can 
just as easily be seen as a parallel to other autocratic regimes in history such as the Soviet 
Union. Even McCarthyism in the United States during the 1950s fits into the same 
framework. As Straczynski says, it does happen again time and time again, "to varying 
degrees."
34
 But the story arc contains so many blatantly obvious allusions to Nazi Germany, 
particularly in regards to the visual elements, that this particular reference is the one that is 
most identifiable to the viewer. Babylon 5's security personnel are gradually encouraged by 
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the government to enlist as Nightwatch volunteers, becoming something akin to Hitler's 
Gestapo and sporting a black armband with a yellow insignia, and are eventually coerced into 
becoming full members or risk losing their jobs. Nightwatch members are also forced to 
become snitches and whistleblowers, reporting activities that might be seen as in opposition to 
the Clark Administration, or as favoring aliens over humans.
35
 Other visual clues, which can 
apply to both the Nazis and the Soviets or any number of historic governments, are the over-
the-top propaganda posters plastered around Babylon 5 that are meant to instill loyalty. In the 
course of the story arc, the Earth Alliance begins to employ ruthless methods to keep 
rebellious colonies in line, such as blockades and brutal military assaults. This chain of events 
eventually forces the main characters of the series to declare Babylon 5 seceded Earth until 
Clark resigns, which is viewed as an open rebellion by the Earth Alliance government.
36
     
 While Star Trek also portrays a significant arc with the Maquis rebellion against 
Earth's government, it was a much more cautious tale. The story has allusions to 
contemporary issues in our time, such as the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, but it more obviously 
brings to mind historical issues such as the displacement of Native Americans. The Maquis 
are introduced on Star Trek: The Next Generation as people living on Federation planets close 
to the Cardassian Empire's borders. Conflicts between the Cardassians and the Federation, as 
well as numerous wars and treaties, meant that these planets are meant to exchange hands to 
secure the peace. It starts carefully with one episode where Jean-Luc Picard is dispatched to 
arrange the relocation of Native American colonists on one of the affected worlds. While he is 
in a moral bind and does not want to forcefully remove the colonists, the episode seems to 
take the easy was out, as Picard does not have to make any difficult decision when the people 
on the planet choose to become Cardassian citizens.
37
 The story of the planetary disputes 
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extends into Star Trek: Deep Space Nine where situation takes a turn for the worse. Some of 
the Federation citizens who live on these worlds take the name "Maquis," begin to resist the 
land transfers, and revolt against both the Federation and the Cardassians.
38
 
 The arc spans several seasons of both Star Trek: The Next Generation and Star Trek: 
Deep Space Nine, but it ends up not having a real impact due to the shift in focus and the 
anticlimactic ending. The moral issues surrounding the land transfers are raised in several 
episodes at the onset of the story, but the conflict is gradually depicted as more black and 
white with the Federation as the good and the Maquis as the bad. The conflict was personified 
by Starfleet officers - normally portrayed as obedient and loyal - who defect to the rebels in 
opposition of the Federation. Maquis leader Michael Eddington (Kenneth Marshall) had been 
a recurring character on Star Trek: Deep Space Nine as a security officer up until his 
defection, and Captain Benjamin Sisko's (Avery Brooks) quest to hunt him down becomes the 
central element in the story.
39
 Eddington is eventually found, but dies shortly thereafter in an 
attack by forces allied with the Cardassians, effectively ending the Maquis arc.
40
 No further 
mention is made of the rebellion and the story comes to a forced ending, as it is later 
mentioned on Star Trek: Voyager that the Dominion (a galactic power at war with the 
Federation) wiped out all the Maquis.
41
 
 With the abrupt end of Maquis story arcs, Star Trek took the easy way out of a 
complex issue that was both morally conflicting and intriguing. It began bravely with the 
Federation essentially making concessions to a hostile power for the sake of peace, something 
that had not been seen in Star Trek before. The origins of the conflict also brought to mind the 
historic "peace for our time" speech by British Prime Minister Chamberlain (made on the eve 
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of Nazi Germany's annexation of Sudetenland,) while also raising many moral questions 
about the Federation's dubious actions at the expense of its own citizens.
42
 The viewer is left 
to wonder how this will be satisfyingly resolved, and whether the Federation will step in to do 
the right thing. But no satisfying closure was provided by shifting focus to the personal issues 
between the Maquis and Federation leadership figures. The story would undoubtedly have 
been more compelling if the wrong had been properly rectified by those responsible, but it 
seems like all responsibility was swept under the carpet by having the Federation's fiercest 
adversary wipe out the entire problem in a casual reference.  
  
2.3 - The Lower Tiers of Society or Lack Thereof 
 One of the contrasts between the two franchises and their presentation of futuristic 
society is the portrayal of the lower tiers of the social hierarchy and poverty. The Maquis 
story arc was one of the few instances where Star Trek depicted the lower social classes of 
society, as the series were more comfortable on safer ground where it depicted the Federation 
as having no dissidents or downtrodden citizens. Poverty is occasionally mentioned as having 
been eradicated when humanity reached enlightenment and did away with archaic economics. 
Jean-Luc Picard explains that "The economics of the future is somewhat different. You see, 
money doesn't exist in the 24th century. The acquisition of wealth is no longer the driving 
force in our lives. We work to better ourselves and the rest of humanity."
43
 It should be noted 
that Earth does have some form of currency used for trade with other civilizations. There are 
also characters with occupations that one would consider commercial, such as Joseph Sisko 
who runs a restaurant on Earth and people employed in traditional businesses, though there is 
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no elaboration on whether these people receive wages or if these locales are profit-driven or 
not.
44
 Consequently, life in the Federation is depicted as happy, with references to it being a 
paradise, and everyone's needs seem to be provided for by the Federation, but there are a few 
exceptions. Apart from the Maquis worlds, a rare exception to the norm would be the 
depiction of Turkana IV, the home world of Starfleet officer Tasha Yar (Denise Crosby.) The 
planet was a member of the Federation, but seceded due to issues in the local government. 
Consequently the planet turned into a lawless war zone with various factions vying for power, 
and there are references to so called rape gangs violating local women.
45
 With Turkana IV, 
Star Trek paints the picture that the Federation and its principles are instrumental to upholding 
the utopia, or otherwise society will plunge into savagery and anarchy. 
 Babylon 5 frequently portrayed poverty as a widespread and common in the Earth 
Alliance, and featured the downtrodden in the form of the "lurkers." In the series, the lurkers 
are depicted as predominantly human beings onboard the Babylon 5 space station who are 
down on their luck and homeless, residing in the more down-trodden and dangerous areas 
onboard the station known as "Down-below." The station's second in command, Susan 
Ivanova (Claudia Christian,) describes the lurkers as unfortunates who came to Babylon 5 in 
search of a new and better life, finding no such luck, and consequently becoming stranded 
onboard with no means to return to the Earth Alliance's planets. A few episodes make the 
point that life among the lurkers can be a dangerous one, living in corridors and open areas 
where criminal elements gain a foothold by exploiting those who reside there.
46
 One 
particular episode, "The Illusion of Truth," is made in the form of a documentary presented by 
biased journalists and reporters visiting the station. Functioning as a bullhorn for the 
increasingly autocratic Earth government, the news crew insists that such poverty does not 
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exist within the Earth Alliance, glossing over the fact that lurkers have been present ever since 
the station became operational, and blaming aliens for the misfortune of human lurkers 
residing onboard Babylon 5.
47
 The Earth Alliance government wants to portray itself as 
something akin to Star Trek's Federation, but it is nowhere near it. This underlines the 
contrast between the series in terms of Babylon 5's struggle to achieve utopia, versus Star 
Trek's preservation of utopia. 
 The lack of utopia on Babylon 5 is further underlined by the portrayal of Earth's 
colonies on distant worlds, which are shown to be far from perfect. Whereas Star Trek's 
Federation was shown to be vast and expansive while still maintaining social harmony and 
peace, the Earth Alliance colonies are depicted as downtrodden and rather unpleasant places. 
While Earth has managed to colonize far-flung worlds, as well as relatively close celestial 
bodies like Mars and the moons of Jupiter, the populations in these locales are at the lower 
end of human society's ladder. While living in air domes because Earth lacks the technical 
sophistication to provide better living standards, the populations are subjected to high taxes 
and living costs, while various food stuffs such as fresh produce and meat are considered to 
be a luxury. Efforts on the part of the colonists to achieve equal standing with the citizens of 
Earth serve as a parallel to the Thirteen Colonies and their message to the British Parliament 
stating "no taxation without representation."
48
 As Earth refuses to grant the colonies full 
representation, riots and rebellions break out, which the Earth Alliance attempts to stop with 
blockades and military might. This triggers Babylon 5's secession from Earth in the third 
season of series and lasts until the end of the fourth season when President Clark's autocratic 
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regime is ousted. Consequently, the various colonies receive new status of equal standing to 




2.4 - Discrimination and Racism 
 
"Intolerance in the 23rd century? Improbable! If man survives that long, he will have 
learned to take a delight in the essential differences between men and between 




 The issues of racism and discrimination are raised in all the series, though it is largely 
confronted and highlighted through the use of parallels. That is to say, the issue of racism 
between various human ethnic groups is not presented as an existing issue in either universe 
with two notable exceptions: the so called eugenics in Star Trek and telepaths in Babylon 5. 
All the series have a cast of characters with diverse ethnicity, including white, black, and 
Asian, as well as varied national background, though with no racial conflicts between them. 
Additionally, there is no discernible discrimination toward, for example, the handicapped 
character Geordi La Forge on Star Trek: The Next Generation, despite his character being 
blind. Through technological advancements he can see by using a special visor, establishing 
him as a capable and useful member of the crew. However, the human characters are 
themselves sometimes portrayed with racist attitudes toward aliens on some level, or as being 
guilty of a great deal of ignorance, intolerance or insensitivity towards aliens and their 
customs. One example of the latter would be the character, Doctor Julian Bashir, on Star 
Trek: Deep Space Nine, referring to the titular space station and the Bajoran star system as 
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"wilderness," where he can practice "real frontier medicine," thereby offending a Bajoran.
51
 
Mainly though, for the sake of highlighting racism, the human characters occasionally 
encounter alien civilizations where racism exists as an issue, and shows us how the futuristic 
humans deal with these problematic issues in an enlightened manner. This is one of many 
examples of where the writers take a prevalent contemporary issue and employ alien 
characters and civilizations as parallels for the sake of making a point. 
 In several instances the humans in the different series exhibit racist attitudes towards 
various aliens, either out of ignorance or hatred. One notable example of this is on Star Trek 
where one of the Federation's adversaries is the Cardassian Union, an autocratic and 
xenophobic civilization led by a reptilian alien race. With an historical war between the 
Federation and the Cardassian Empire, continuing border disputes, as well as finding 
themselves on opposing sides in the Star Trek: Deep Space Nine conflict known as the 
Dominion War, the Cardassians are portrayed in all series of the Star Trek franchise as a 
deceptive and untrustworthy race of beings. Human characters, occasionally and casually, 
employ racial slurs when speaking of the Cardassians, calling them "Cardies," and sometimes 
"spoon heads," referring to their physical characteristics.
52
   
 The racism presented on Babylon 5 is based on genuine hatred and is also presented in 
the form of humans mocking physical characteristics or engaging in violent acts. While the 
main characters are shown as more tolerant and understanding of the Minbari race, who came 
close to exterminating humanity in the Earth-Minbari War, those humans who have not had 
regular interactions with aliens are portrayed in a much less sympathetic light. For example 
the members of the "Homeguard" organization carry out deadly terrorist attacks on aliens, 
particularly the Minbari, in order to protect Earth's interests. The human characters will 
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occasionally make use of racist slurs when speaking of the Minbari. The character of Susan 
Ivanova, when discussing a potentially dangerous strategy for defeating an enemy force, 
mentions the "Bonehead Maneuver" from the Earth-Minbari war, which is in reference to the 
Minbari, whose physical characteristics include a bald head and a protruding bone-line ridge 
around the back of their skulls.
53
 References to and mockery of the Minbari and their head 
bone are frequent throughout Babylon 5, for example in one episode where several Minbari 
characters are held hostage by human veterans of the Earth-Minbari War, who proceed to sing 
a variation of the song "Dem Bones" in a mocking manner.
54
 
 These examples emphasize that, regardless of the futuristic society presented, conflict 
and animosity between peoples goes hand in hand with a rejection of what is different at a 
base level. As one of the characters harboring animosity towards the Cardassians, Miles 
O'Brien, a character of both Star Trek: The Next Generation and Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, 
is a veteran of one of the wars between the Federation and the Cardassians. Confronted with 
his dislike by one Cardassian character in the episode of Star Trek: The Next Generation 
where the Cardassians were first introduced, he states "It's not you I hate, Cardassian. I hate 
what I became because of you." By that he is referring to the actions he had to take during the 
war, such as killing enemy combatants.
55
 However, he is still shown spouting slurs in 
reference to Cardassians throughout Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, perhaps motivated by the 
onset of a new conflict with them. What we see in the different series is that most of the 
characters displaying these racist attitudes are soldiers and veterans of wars past. Having 
endured loss and grief at the hands of the alien enemies, they have a specific reasoning for 
their dislike.  
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 These characters latch on to the differences between themselves and their enemies and 
exude their hatred by mocking or poking fun at physical appearance or mannerisms. While 
those characters on these series that exhibit such qualities are often portrayed as ignorant and 
uninformed, Miles O'Brien may be an exception to the rule. O'Brien is otherwise portrayed as 
a down-to-earth and mild-mannered man, and his behavior can be seen as similar, for 
example, to the historical usage of the terms "kraut" or "gook" by American soldiers. What 
his slurs and use of terms like "spoonheads" serves to underline is that the humans in these 
series are still prone to react to negatively to antagonists, regardless of society's advances, and 
that even the best of us can still display this reaction through basic racist behavior. 
 Both Babylon 5 and Star Trek raised the issue of discrimination towards certain kinds 
of humans in the portrayal of humans with special powers and abilities. Even the typically 
tolerant and exemplary main characters are shown to harbor distrust, fear, or even hate of 
certain groups of people in their midst. On Star Trek, this sort of discrimination was directed 
at Julian Bashir (Alexander Siddig) and others like him, as they were genetically modified to 
be superior to the average human being, a practice that was looked down upon by the 
Federation. Genetic modification was typically done to "fix" those who suffered from mental 
handicaps from birth. In most cases, the consequences of such tampering would lead to the 
individuals developing eccentric behavior and introvert personalities while becoming 
geniuses at the same time. As such, the so-called "eugenics" seems almost like a commentary 
on people suffering from autism and Aspergers syndrome, as those depicted are shown as 
brilliant but socially awkward individuals. Bashir explains that he was fortunate not to end up 
as a social outcast, and accomplished this by hiding his superior abilities, as he would 
otherwise have been banned from practicing medicine and serving in Starfleet.
56
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 Babylon 5 goes a somewhat different direction, presenting individuals with telepathic 
abilities as a sort of feared next step in human evolution, but the story has many of the same 
elements as the issue of the "eugenics." Telepaths are depicted as having special abilities 
ranging from the subtle ability to sense emotions, to being able to read thoughts, and also in 
some cases manipulate objects through telekinetic prowess. Fearing that telepaths may gain 
too much power through their abilities, their standing in human society is severely limited, 
and they are given few options in how to live their lives; they can take drugs that suppress 
their abilities but also lead to depression and in many cases suicide; they can voluntarily go to 
prison; or they can join the Psi Corps organization that moderates the activities of telepaths. 
The latter option is chosen by most, being forced to wear uniforms and marks that identify 
them as members of the organization, and they also live their lives in large part segregated 
from the rest of the human population.
57
 
 As a result of the telepathic abilities that might invade the privacy of people, normal 
individuals on the series are often shown as skeptical or downright hostile towards telepaths. 
Consequently, telepaths come to regard themselves as the next step in evolution and also 
superior to normal human beings that are referred to as "mundanes." Susan Ivanova (Claudia 
Christian) and Michael Garibaldi (Jerry Doyle) are portrayed as very hostile towards 
telepaths, breaking the norm of tolerance among the main cast of characters. However, since 
the Psi Corps is presented as an Orwellian and ominous organization, their concerns are 
implied as being justified. In the progression of the story, "rogue" telepaths on the run from 
the Psi Corps eventually come to Babylon 5 as they search for a new home. As is typical of 
Babylon 5, the situation is presented as problematic, with no black and white portrayal, and 
the rogue telepaths invoke sympathy and dislike at same time. The entire group is depicted as 
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sort of hippie civil rights movement, with the telepaths wearing their hair long and their 
clothes lax, and they sit around singing songs promoting peace and love. However, when no 
government is willing to provide a planet for them to settle on, they turn to terrorism 
activities. By the end of the series, no resolution is put forth to the so called "telepath 
problem," and it is implied that the sort of social injustices faced by the telepaths will lead to 
more expansive terrorism and even war in the future.
58
   
 In some instances the series also focus on social injustices of more recent times - such 
as racism, inequality, and segregation - which resonates well with the viewer. The most 
prominent example out of all the four series is the Star Trek: Deep Space Nine episode "Far 
Beyond the Stars" which depicts life in the United States during the 1950s and the struggle of 
an African American character. Ira Behr, executive producer of the series, reflected on the 
episode's tackling of social issues of that era, stating: "... it's one thing to deal with issues in a 
genteel way, but every now and then you just want to remind people."
59
 The episode depicts 
the lead character Benjamin Sisko - portrayed by African-American actor Avery Brooks who 
also directed the episode - experiencing visions of himself as Benjamin Russell, a writer 
working for a pulp fiction magazine publishing science fiction stories in the 1950s. Most of 
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine's cast appears as other characters in the same setting, many of 
whom are without prosthetic makeup for the first time in the course of the series. Inspired by 
an image of a space station drawn by the magazine's artist, Russell concocts the story of 
"Deep Space Nine" with Benjamin Sisko as its black commanding officer, an idea that 
intimidates the publishers of the magazine and is laughed at by his fellow African Americans. 
Some scenes also depict Russell envisioning himself in the form of Sisko, sporting a Starfleet 
uniform. The focus of the episode is Russell's ultimately fruitless struggle to get the story 
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published, and also depicts the character's daily life in New York among his African 
American friends and also his predominately white colleagues. While the episode also depicts 
McCarthyism and sexism, racism and discrimination is the prime focus, exemplified by 
Russell's harassment and violent beating at the hands of two white police officers.
60
 
Regarding the relevance of the episode, actor Armin Shimerman who usually portrays the 
character Quark, but plays Russell's co-worker Herbert Rossoff in this episode, stated:  
 
"Star Trek at its best, deals with social issues, and though you could say, 'Well, that 
was prejudice in the fifties,' the truth of the matter is, here we are in the twenty-first 
century, and it's still there, and that's what we have to be reminded by, and that's what 
that episode does terrifically well."
61
    
 
 The quote by Shimerman's is made especially poignant by the episode's somewhat 
unique status in the Star Trek franchise as story that is both within and outside the continuity 
of the series in the traditional sense. Typically when Star Trek depicts historical times with 
the main characters in the middle of the events, travel to alternate universes or time travel is 
used as the vessel for placing them there and experiencing the unfolding of history. "Far 
Beyond the Stars," however, does not utilize this method in any sense, though Sisko is 
depicted as having visions related to being Russell, thereby making it a side story about 
human history, with the regular cast of actors playing different roles. The episode also implies 
on many levels that the entire Star Trek: Deep Space Nine series is the work of Russell's 
imagination, further underlined by the episode "Shadows and Symbols" where the plotline 
cuts to scenes of Russell continuing to write his story to keep the events of the episode going, 
albeit as a vision experienced by Sisko.
62
 "Far Beyond the Stars" really pushed the boundaries 
of how Star Trek portrayed racism, even utilizing the "n-word" in dialogue when referencing 
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African Americans. As such, the episode stands out one of the most prominent examples of 
Star Trek providing social commentary and highlighting the injustices in society. 
 
2.5 - Chapter Conclusion 
 Building on the differences in tone presented in chapter 1, Babylon 5 and Star Trek 
showcased their differences with how they chose to portray humanity and society in the 
future. Star Trek showed an enlightened humanity that had risen above societal problems as a 
consequence of war and alien contact, achieving a perfect utopia. On the other hand, Babylon 
5 had a flawed humanity venturing into space with the same mindset intact, regardless of past 
conflicts, perpetuating a society that was fraught with discord. However, in neither instance 
does the viewer gains much insight into the overall structure of the government organizations, 
owing to the setting of the series that feature a military setting. A commonality between the 
series ultimately lies in how the characters themselves are being presented. In both Star Trek 
and Babylon 5, the characters are shown adhering to firm sets of law and morality, unwilling 
to budge on principle when faced with opposition. The series were also able to show the role 
of racism as still occurring in human society, though in less obvious forms and typically 
directed at aliens. Due to the utopian nature of the Federation, Star Trek somewhat 
unrealistically had a near-absence of suffering in human society, failing to see stories 
regarding the few instances of dissent through to the end, and falling short of providing any 
moral to the story. Babylon 5 raised numerous predicaments with the secession of Earth's 
colonies and various societal issues like the struggle for equal rights, while also featuring 
obvious historic allusions and interweaving them across several years of story arcs. 
 And the role and prominence of story arcs is a key to understanding the differences 
between Babylon 5 and Star Trek. As the creators of Babylon 5 thought ahead with a five year 
plan, they were able to present choices and decisions, as well as the consequences of these 
43 
 
decisions, over a span of time that was not limited to just one or a few episodes. This makes 
for a more compelling and realistic form of storytelling. Babylon 5's strength lies in its ability 
to show the progress of humanity gradually while also focusing on the larger picture. With the 
premise being a human society that is not perfect, nor static, it can actually portray the 
struggle towards bettering humanity. As Star Trek was largely limited to the episodic format, 
the viewer is largely presented with one-time stories in one-time settings, featuring one-time 
guest characters interacting with the main cast. As human society is portrayed as relatively 
perfect, the episodes are largely limited to showing the characters preserving what they have. 
This makes the series seem shallow as there is not much room for growth. The next few 
chapters will show that episodic predicaments are suitable for some of the issues raised, but 
Star Trek definitely would have benefited from more coherent story lines with lasting 







Chapter 3 - Religion and Beliefs in 
Futuristic Society 
"... religion is completely gone. Not a single human being on Earth believes in any of 
the nonsense that has plagued our civilization for thousands of years. This was an 
important part of Roddenberry’s mythology." - Brannon Braga, writer on Star Trek: 





When considering these four series that are so heavily infused with scientific elements that 
more often than not provide logical and technical solutions to virtually every conceivable 
problem, it can be hard to imagine that religion and spiritual beliefs have a place in the 
portrayals of these futuristic societies. One might think that spiritual guidance and religious 
scripture has yielded to "techno-babble."
64
 However, over the course of all the series, religion, 
beliefs, and ethics were all elements interwoven into the plots and storylines in many 
interesting ways. What was ultimately different was the portrayal of religion in the two 
franchises. Whereas Star Trek largely utilized religion as something that was practically 
foreign to humans at that point in time and brought up in largely limited circumstances, 
Babylon 5 made it one of the cornerstones of the series' plot and storyline to a large extent. 
This chapter will explore these different takes on religious elements and characters, and how 
they compare and contrast. It will also examine to what extent religion played a role in 
bringing authenticity to the portrayal of human society in the future, and in what manner it 
provided societal commentary of contemporary issues.   
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3.1 - Religion in Society and Civilization 
 Whether religion will exist hundreds of years from now, in the timeframe that these 
series takes place, is of course pure speculation. Star Trek and Babylon 5 offer such starkly 
contrasting depictions of the subject that it becomes worth exploring, and to examine in what 
manner the creators chose to showcase religion as affecting behavior and the lives of the 
characters. In the case of Star Trek, there was no organized religion depicted in the series, and 
humanity is presumed to be largely atheistic, although humans have regular contact with 
religious aliens. The issues of religion and beliefs are rarely portrayed as something negative 
when it comes to individual faith, though misguided religious beliefs and dangerous religious 
doctrines are sometimes shown as complex problems with few solutions. While the different 
series occasionally attempt to unravel the mysteries of such beliefs by providing scientific 
explanations, it is nevertheless shown as something complex that has deep meaning to the 
characters, whether they are human or alien. 
  While there was limited mention of human religion on Star Trek, Babylon 5 presents 
human religions very early in the series. In the season 1 episode "Parliament of Dreams," 
Earth is asked to showcase its dominant belief system to the alien ambassadors. 
Consequently, Commander Jeffrey Sinclair (Michael O'Hare) invites dozens of individuals to 
the station who he presents in turn to the ambassadors. The individuals in attendance 
represent Christianity, Buddhism, Islam, Judaism, Atheism and so forth.
65
 Several episodes 
and subplots of the series show different aspects of religion and religious organizations. An 
order of monks, led by Brother Theo (Louis Turenne,) moves onboard the station and they 
show how service in their order is sometimes used to redeem and give new purpose to former 
convicts.
66
 There is also a religious convention onboard the station where a monk, a minister, 
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an imam, and a rabbi are in attendance. A congregation of people from all faiths, including 
the main cast of characters, participates in a sermon side by side in a chapel onboard the 
station where they sing along to gospel music and dance. The sequence intercuts with scenes 
of a Centauri war criminal receiving a lynching by his victims as the gospel song goes "... you 
know the sinners gonna be runnin' ... you know they forgot about Jesus ... ," humorously 
hinting that he is receiving punishment for his sins.
67
 These episodes showed that Babylon 5 
was not afraid to show a futuristic human society where religion has persisted in spite of 
scientific advances, and even included religious themes as part of the moral in the stories told.  
 Both Star Trek and Babylon 5 tend to depict organized religion with much greater 
frequency and prominence than they do human religions, and it allows them to showcase the 
importance faith can have in society. What we see with these portrayals is that the beliefs are 
often parallels that seem to superficially mirror certain cultural traits that define a certain race, 
and also tie in strongly to the mentality of the people. The Centauri civilization on Babylon 5 
is often shown as a society that does everything to excess, with extravagance and a focus on 
satisfying ones pleasures and lusts. As a parallel to some of Earth's more ancient civilizations, 
such as the Roman Empire, the Centauri have a vast pantheon of gods and also tend to elevate 
their rules to godhood postmortem. However, despite conducting elaborate ceremonies in 
their gods' honor, the rituals are largely oriented around mortal indulgences such as drinking 
to excess, reflecting the Centauri's selfish nature. Some Centauri also admit that they do not 
truly believe in the gods, but adhere to traditions out of nostalgic reasons as they represent the 
"glory days" of their civilization.
68
  
 The Ferengi society on Star Trek is similar to the Centauri in that their religion is 
presented somewhat superficially and serves largely as a humorous reflection of their society. 
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How the Ferengi culture and religion are presented seems to function as a parallel to 
capitalism and consumerism where happiness is bought. They adhere to a religion entirely 
oriented around the accumulation of wealth, reflecting their greedy, money-driven 
mentality.
69
 As a consequence of revolutionary societal reforms, many Ferengi eventually 
come to believe that it is no longer possible to buy their way in to the "Divine Treasury" 
(Ferengi Heaven.)
70
 However, unlike the Centauri and their religious beliefs, the Ferengi take 
their religion very seriously. While these two examples of portrayals of organized religion 
were brief, the series went more in depth when depicting how religion could be a central 
element in a society of civilization, and how it could be ruthlessly exploited by those with 
ominous motives.  
 
3.2 - Religion of Power, and the Power of Religion 
 Both Babylon 5 and Star Trek make the point that religion can be exploited by those 
with power to facilitate their control over a group or a people. They also demonstrate how 
religion can also be tailored and constructed with the specific purpose of exercising such 
control efficiently, essentially deceiving a populace. Both series can be seen as directing 
criticism towards the institutions of organized religion in this manner, but Star Trek presented 
humans as virtually immune to this sort of "nonsense."
71
 This contrast seems to relate back to 
the type of human society the creators of the series sought to present to the viewers. Babylon 
5 did not shy away from including human characters among those who might be susceptible 
to religious manipulation, in part because religion was still very much a part of the lives of 
humans. In the case of Star Trek, there was a complete absence of religion in human society, 
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thanks to the scientific enlightenments experienced after first contact with aliens. Instead the 
Star Trek series brought up control through religion in story arcs relating to alien civilizations 
and the beliefs of aliens.  
 Star Trek: Deep Space Nine featured an example of religion constructed for the sake 
of control with the alien race known as the Founders. They are an antagonist race of shape 
shifters from who are distrusting of all races confined to a single form. To counter oppression 
from the "solid" races, the Founders established the Dominion in the Gamma Quadrant of the 
galaxy and conquered all who stood in their way. As part of the establishment of their empire, 
they perfected genetic engineering and turned a race of rodents into their obedient humanoid 
servants known as the Vorta.
72
 They also bred a warrior race known as the Jem'Hadar to use 
as their military force against all who opposed the Dominion. In order to instill control among 
the Dominion populace, the Founders engineered many levels of control and a hierarchy to 
effectively subjugate their followers. The most efficient method of control exercised was 
indoctrinating the Vorta and Jem'Hadar with the belief that the Founders are gods, and the two 
races are seen adhering to this belief throughout the course of the series. The Vorta Weyoun 
and his atheist Cardassian ally Damar have the following exchange during a discussion on 
religion: 
Weyoun: "Pah-wraiths, prophets. All this talk of gods strikes me as nothing more 
than superstitious nonsense." 
Damar: [smugly] "You believe that the Founders are gods, don't you?" 
Weyoun: "That’s different." 
Damar: [chuckles mockingly] "In what way?" 
Weyoun: [seriously and threateningly] "The Founders are gods."
73
  
Damar: [reluctantly nods and yields, not wanting to test Weyoun's patience] 
 
 Weyoun personifies the Dominion and role of the beliefs in their society, particularly 
the hold the faith has on the Vorta and Jem'Hadar. The exchange between Weyoun and Damar 
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effectively demonstrates the power of religion, and how a believer will not be easily deterred. 
Weyoun's faith in the Founders' divinity is firmly ingrained in his way of thinking to the point 
where he cannot see the hypocrisy of his own words as he criticizes the beliefs of others as 
superstition. In one particular instance he makes mention of his poor eyesight and it is pointed 
out that the Founders "made a mistake" when designing him, to which he exclaims "Gods 
don't make mistakes!"
74
 Weyoun is typically portrayed as a diplomatic and jovial character, 
but his loyalty in the Founder means he disregards morals for the sake of faith as a conscious 
choice. His faith leads him to commit terrible acts in their name and at their command, such 
as ordering the execution of innocent individuals and also committing genocidal purges.
75
 His 
story and eventual downfall, as he dies protecting a Founder, demonstrates the lengths a 
person is willing to go to for the sake of one's beliefs. 
 Star Trek criticizes organized religion and also demonstrates how it can be an effective 
means of control for those in power, particularly in diminishing personal freedoms for an 
individual to the point where they care for nothing but their faith. The element of belief 
among the Vorta and Jem'Hadar is meant to create a sharp contrast between the Dominion and 
human society. Star Trek: Deep Space Nine presents the Dominion as the polar opposite of 
the Federation in terms of principles upon which the society is built. The United Federation of 
Planets is shown as a collective of humans and many alien races that came together in peace 
and are devoted to peaceful exploration of the galaxy. In contrast, the Dominion is also made 
up of many different races, but devoted to brutal conquest and subjugation of others and 
opposed to individual freedom. When the Dominion is defeated, the human characters take no 
pleasure in their victory due to the amount of lives that were lost in the conflict, whereas the 
Founders and their servants are shown to have no such regard for life.
76
 The members of the 
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Federation are shown to have made a conscious choice in adhering to the Federation's 
principles and would lay down their lives to protect the freedoms they enjoy. In contrast, the 
Dominion utilizes indoctrination of religion to exercise its control over its people, and the 
populace goes to their deaths based on that faith. 
 Babylon 5 also depicted the exploitation of religion, and - similar to Star Trek: Deep 
Space Nine - showed how it was used as a means to controlling people in wars of ideology.  
The central story arc of the series is a war between two ancient alien civilizations known as 
the Vorlons and the Shadows. The two races used to dominate the galaxy millions of years 
ago but have since retreated into seclusion, emerging only every thousand years to confront 
one another. The reasons for their struggle are not known to the "younger races" such as the 
humans, Minbari, and the Centauri, but they are inadvertently drawn into the conflict as the 
series progresses.
77
 As the main characters are introduced to the Vorlons and the Shadows, the 
conflict is presented as a classic tale of good versus evil, or light versus dark, with certain 
religious motifs. The Shadows are depicted as arachnid creatures that thrive on conflict and 
warfare, drawing people and civilizations to their banner with promises of power and glory, 
while the Vorlons are shown as peaceful and wise beings offering peaceful guidance and 
insight. The "younger races" eventually begin to fight on one another in what are essentially 
proxy wars of the Vorlon-Shadow conflict, fighting a battle of ideologies while not fully 
realizing that they are being manipulated by the two "older races." The Shadows profess to an 
ideology of "survival of the fittest," believing that the "younger races" will only gain 
enlightenment through carnage and bloodshed, while the Vorlons are convinced that order 
and enlightenment will come to humans and others alike through obedience, subservience and 
order. 
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 As the story progresses the religious elements of the war become more apparent when 
the Vorlons are revealed to have used faith as a means of control. By genetically engineering 
many of the "younger races" to see the Vorlons as gods, they have manipulated humans and 
others in order to instill a certain level of natural obedience and subservience. The Vorlons 
have kept this secret by not revealing their true form, always staying inside a so-called 
"encounter suit" that hides their appearance. But in the episode "The Fall of Night," the 
Vorlon ambassador Kosh Naranek flies out of his suit to save John Sheridan from falling to 
his death. Kosh appears to all those who observe the event as something akin to an angel, with 
flowing white robes, massive flapping wings, and an aura of light around him. However, 
every person saw Kosh's facial features as being those of their race, thereby assuming that it is 
one of their deities. It is later revealed that the angelic appearance is not actually what the 
Vorlons look like, but that every "younger race" has been genetically programmed to perceive 
the Vorlons as one of their race for the sake of instilling trust and automatic obedience.
78
 
Sheridan confronts the Vorlon saying "I know what you think you are, what you want us to 
believe," to which Kosh responds angrily and chides Sheridan saying "Impudent! ... 
Disobedient!"
79
 When speaking of the Vorlons, Babylon 5 creator Straczynski commented "It 
has not been stated anywhere that the Vorlons created the angel element; they could easily 
just have come in and tried to exploit it."
80
 This means that it is not clear if Vorlons were the 
architects behind the basis of many of Earth's religions, or whether they merely exploited the 
existing religious beliefs to win the confidence of humans. However, it is clear that the 
Vorlons saw religion as an effective way to manipulate the "younger races" to use them as 
pawns in their wars.  
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 By "defrocking" the Vorlons, Babylon 5 becomes comparable Star Trek, which had 
the tendency to provide a natural and scientific explanation for what might otherwise be 
perceived as supernatural and divine. The stories of the Vorlons of Babylon 5 and the 
Founders of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine share many similarities in how they depict religious 
beliefs as being the result of genetic tampering and indoctrination. The series show how these 
religions are effectively constructs, and a method of control employed by those with power. 
However, Babylon 5 seemed to tread more lightly when it came to religion and the story of 
the Vorlons was the only instance of the creators trying to explain the basis of belief to any 
great extent. The series does not portray the Vorlon indoctrination as something that cannot 
be overcome; as the "younger races" do eventually cast off the shackles that the Vorlon and 
Shadow philosophies have placed on them, and humans go on to achieve enlightenment on 
their own. Babylon 5 presented beliefs as something that would persist in society, but it also 
opened up to the possibility that people could move beyond it by their own accord. Star Trek, 
on the other hand, seems to go the other way. The series paints a very black and white picture 
in the story arc, with noble, atheistic humans overcoming the threat of fanatical, religious 
aliens. There was never any indication that the religious basis of the Dominion could be 
shaken or defeated, despite the nature of the beliefs being explained and elaborated on. The 
Founders' disciples are portrayed as quite fanatical to the very end, and no indication is given 
as to whether the foundation of the Dominion's hierarchy will eventually dissipate. 
 Star Trek: Deep Space Nine showed humans as unique with their atheistic and 
scientific approach to life, but not all beliefs were depicted as negatively as those of the 
Dominion. The Bajoran people are a major part of the story of the series as the station Deep 
Space Nine is meant as a Federation outpost as the planet Bajor prepares to join the 
Federation after decades of Cardassian occupation. Bajoran society is shown as adherently 
religious, devoted to worshipping the Prophets who inhabit the "Celestial Temple." The 
54 
 
Celestial Temple, however, is revealed to the characters to be a wormhole that connects the 
Alpha and Gamma Quadrants of the galaxy, and the Prophets are beings who reside inside the 
wormhole, appearing to Sisko in the form of cryptic visions.
81
 Owing to their atheistic nature, 
the human characters tend to refer to the Prophets as the "wormhole aliens" while the 
Bajorans continue their worship and also hail Sisko as the "Emissary to the Prophets" due to 
his interactions with the "gods." In the course of the series, Sisko is shown as balancing his 
duties as a Starfleet officer with the obligations of being the Emissary, gradually putting more 
and more trust in the insights offered by the Prophets. In that respect, Sisko becomes 
gradually more religious in a sense as he puts his fate in their hands, trusting in the predicted, 
albeit cryptically explained outcome of events.  
 The spirituality of the Bajorans and the religion's role in the story arc is presented 
much more favorably than those of the Dominion, but series still maintains the formula of 
portraying religion as being about control. In the case of the Bajoran belief, the Prophets are 
not all that different from the Founders, or the Vorlons of Babylon 5, but they are not 
presented as malicious and selfish. Sisko eventually embraces the revered role of the 
emissary, though he still maintains a largely logical and atheistic approach to the nature 
Prophets.
82
 In one instance he chides the Prophets for their lack of actions and indifference in 
the past, stating "You sent the Bajorans orbs and emissaries. You even encouraged them to 
create an entire religion around you! ... You want to be gods, then be gods. Look, I need a 
miracle here. Bajor needs a miracle." Consequently, the Prophets accuse Sisko of trying to 
control what they call "the Game," meaning the course of events, by calling on their "divine" 
intervention.
83
 It is explained that the beings in the wormhole exist outside linear time and 
have no concept of past, present or future, perceiving everything as it is, was, and will be at 
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the same time. It is also emphasized that the Prophets have the ability to impact how things 
come to pass, and they do so at Sisko's urging, stopping a Dominion invasion fleet. The 
episode "Images in the Sand" reveals that the body of Sisko's mother was temporarily 
inhabited by one of the Prophets at the time of his conception in order to give birth to the 
Emissary.
84
 In the final episode of the series, Sisko fulfills the role of the Emissary by 
defeating the Prophets' ancient enemies known as the Pah-wraiths, sacrificing his own life in 
the process.
85
 Consequently he is lifted up into the Celestial Temple to live among the 
Prophets.
86
 Once again, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine presents an alien religion as a major 
theme in its story, but at its core there is a logical explanation for the viewer, nothing is 
entirely supernatural, and the series is overall loyal to Roddenberry's vision in that respect. 
   The Babylon 5 story line of the Minbari religious icon Valen - like Star Trek: Deep 
Space Nine and the Prophets - also explains the origins and importance of spiritual beliefs, 
and depicts it quite favorably. Commander Jeffrey Sinclair (Michael O'Hare,) has a major 
religious role that does not become apparent until the series story arc has significantly 
progressed. Sinclair was the commanding officer of the station during the first season of the 
series before being replaced as a regular by John Sheridan (Bruce Boxleitner) in the 
subsequent seasons.
87
 On Babylon 5, Sinclair is an Earth-Minbari War veteran who survived 
the climactic Battle of the Line where the Minbari inexplicably surrendered despite being on 
the verge of victory. With a gap in his memory from the battle, Sinclair struggles to 
comprehend why he survived and also why the Minbari requested that he would be the 
commander of the station following the signing of the peace accords. It is revealed in 
flashbacks that Sinclair was captured during the Battle of the Line and was put before a 
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device known as a triluminary, which lit up in his presence, much to the Minbari leaders' 
surprise.
88
 It indicated to them that humans and Minbari were connected through the merging 
of souls. 
 As the series progresses, the extremely religious Minbari often reference and quote the 
revered prophet-like figure of Valen, a "Minbari not born of Minbari," who united the 
Minbari during their great war against the mysterious Shadows a thousand years earlier. The 
Minbari character of Delenn, a descendant of Valen and the species' ambassador to Babylon 
5, uses the triluminary which, when combined with a Chrysalis device, transforms her into a 
half-human/half-Minbari, as prophesized by Valen. The Minbari believe that the souls of their 
deceased are reborn in to the next generation, but that Minbari souls are now being reborn as 
humans since fewer Minbari are being born with each generation, intertwining the two races. 
In the season 3 two-part episode "War Without End" Sinclair travels a thousand years back 
through time with the Babylon 4 station which was presumed destroyed, but was actually 
stuck in a gap in space time. He uses the Chrysalis and triluminary to transform himself into a 
Minbari, appearing before members of the Minbari race while accompanied by two Vorlons 
who take the form of Minbari angels. Sinclair subsequently takes the name Valen, and unites 
the Minbari castes against the Shadows. As it turns out, Valen's oft-quoted "prophecies" were 
actually Sinclair's knowledge of history prior to his time travel, and he was also Delenn's 
ancestor. Sinclair ponders the issue before his transformation, saying "My whole life has been 
leading to this." As a result of Sinclair actually being Valen and living out his days in the past 
and having children, human DNA is present in most Minbari at the time of the series, bringing 
the story and his destiny full circle.
89
 Valen as a religious figure does not subside after this 
though, eventually becoming ingrained in not only the Minbari culture and religion, but also 
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in that of the humans. As an example, in a segment of the episode "The Deconstruction of 
Falling Stars," set several hundred years after the normal time scope of the series, a human 
monk on Earth exclaims "... for Valen's sake!"
90
  
 The religious origins of Valen are explained and shown to have an explanation that is 
not so much supernatural, but rather within the realm of what is scientifically possible in the 
universe of the series. What the writers of Babylon 5 accomplish with this story is that it 
provides a logical background for religious beliefs that can make the viewer understand why 
the characters (and races) believe what they believe. Sinclair/Valen, like Sisko of Star Trek: 
Deep Space Nine, is a religious icon to those around him, but the viewer understands that 
there is actually nothing divine about him. It makes it apparent that what might be perceived 
as something profound and supernatural often enough has a natural explanation when viewed 
objectively without bias. The viewer of the series can then draw parallels to religions in our 
time and consider to what extent religious experiences and stories might have been distorted 
by a lack of reasonable explanation at the time they originated. It is plausible to argue that the 
writers not only want to tell a compelling story, but also encourage critical thinking and not 
simply accepting something at face value. That is not to say that they want to say that all 
belief in a religion is somehow an orchestrated deception as it is in the case of the Valen, the 
Founders, and Vorlons, but rather that every person should look at the facts objectively and 
take into account the shroud of history as well. Valen appeared, led the Minbari to victory, 
and then faded into obscurity, giving rise to a great deal of mythology around him that was 
exaggerated over the years. Still, those with knowledge of who Valen truly was still continued 
to consider him as someone divine. The series thereby acknowledge that as time passes, we 
rewrite and reconsider history to fit our ideas of what it should be, and also choose whether or 
not to reconsider our beliefs when they are questioned.   
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3.3 - The Role of Personal Faith and Religious Characters 
 When looking at the vast array of characters presented to the viewers in these series, 
there is one commonality between them; namely that those presented as religious are by and 
large alien characters rather than humans. The usage of aliens proves successful as it can 
direct criticism or offer comment on religious beliefs without necessarily offending viewers in 
the process. The series depict rarely depict any institution of organized religion, but rather the 
impact of belief in the daily lives of the spiritual characters. But there are still some of the 
main casts of characters that exhibited religious beliefs or had a religious role in one way or 
another that are worth exploring and analyzing. Of the human characters, the belief systems to 
which they profess are varied and sometimes include entirely fictional spiritual beliefs, but 
some are more familiar. 
 Susan Ivanova (Claudia Christian,) on Babylon 5 is the most noteworthy religious 
human from the series because she is presented as a Russian Jew. While other human 
religions and religious characters are mentioned and included in story arcs in the series, 
Ivanova is the only one out of the main cast of characters that is showcased as adhering to a 
present-day religion. In the episodes pertaining to Ivanova's beliefs, there is no mysticism or 
supernatural element presented. Rather, they are purely human stories about her father's 
impending and subsequent death, and how Ivanova copes with the loss and struggle to forgive 
him for past mistakes in the time afterwards. Advised by a visiting family friend who is a 
rabbi, she finally decides to sit Shiva, a traditional Jewish ritual of mourning.
91
 For Ivanova, 
observance of the Shiva ritual provides closure for herself with the help of friends and other 
believers. The religious aspect of the entire story remains rooted in cultural heritage and 
identity to a large extent, but also showcases religion as something that the characters can take 
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comfort in. The religion is not questioned, analyzed, or turned inside-out, but simply presents 
how belief can matter in a person's life in a positive way.     
 In the same manner as Ivanova on Babylon 5, belief is on some rare occasions 
presented on Star Trek as part of a cultural heritage and identity. This portrayal of religious 
practices among humans is presented on Star Trek largely for the sake of providing depth to 
certain characters that were otherwise stale. Commander Chakotay on Star Trek: Voyager, 
portrayed by Robert Beltran, is the most prominent human character out of the three selected 
Star Trek series who was shown as religious. While he is not shown to profess to any sort of 
monotheistic religion, Chakotay utters the words "My God!" at one point, and it is one of the 
rare instances of someone from the atheistic Federation doing so.
92
 The actor himself is 
Mexican-American, the character of Chakotay was a Native American, sporting a distinct 
facial tattoo on his forehead over his left eye as part of his cultural heritage. Throughout the 
course of the series, we see the character in possession of culturally and religiously significant 
items such as talismans. He also practices his people's religious rituals, such as "vision 
quests," when looking for guidance from his deceased ancestors or seeking clarity when faced 
with a difficult situation.
93
 Furthermore, in some instances he advises fellow characters 
onboard the Voyager on how to undertake such rituals when they are distraught and in need of 
answers.
94
 What separates Chakotay's beliefs from those portrayed in other parts of Star Trek 
is that there is no scientific or logical explanation for the nature of what the character 
experiences when practicing these rituals. That is to say, they are portrayed as entirely 
genuine and supernatural, consistently providing the character with insight and clarity to do 
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the right thing as a result of his rituals and religious practices.
95
 Like with Ivanova, religion 
was shown as something Chakotay could take comfort in, and was never analyzed and 
scrutinized in the same manner of other belief systems presented on Star Trek. 
 With the character Stephen Franklin (Richard Biggs,) Babylon 5 exemplifies how 
religion and faith might evolve in the future as a consequence of society's advancements. 
Franklin identifies himself as a "Foundationist," explaining that the religion of Foundationism 
came about following Earth's first contact with the Centauri Republic and other alien 
civilizations. He elaborates on his beliefs, saying that it revolves around getting back to the 
roots of all of Earth's religions - hence the name - without necessarily belonging to a larger 
organized group or attending any sort of church. The core of the belief is that excessive 
interpretation of doctrine and dogma has distanced man from God.
96
 Like Ivanova, the beliefs 
give Franklin personal comfort and he utilizes them to bring himself clarity. After becoming 
addicted to "stims" (stimulant narcotics) to be able to perform in his high pressure job, he 
eventually buckles and takes a leave of absence. Franklin goes on a "walkabout," where he 
attempts to "find himself" so that he can confront his problems. His walkabout spans several 
episodes where he moves about Babylon 5, and ultimately ends up being the victim of a brutal 
stabbing. As he lies dying, he sees a vision of himself and discusses his problems with the 
apparition. Eventually he realizes that he wants to live and manages to drag himself to safety 
and receives medical treatment, making a full recovery.
97
 Franklin's discussion with the 
apparition is not necessarily meant to be something supernatural like Chakotay's spiritual 
rituals, but it demonstrates the power of faith and how it can improve a person and bring 
positivity in to their life. 
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 Star Trek also explores the negative sides of faith and religion, and how it can affect 
an individual on a personal level, with the alien character Winn Adami (Louise Fletcher.)
98
 
While not part of the regular cast of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, she does make numerous 
appearances, serves as an antagonist, and is an essential part of the central religious storylines 
of the series. It is typical that Star Trek once again uses an alien character to showcase how 
individuals with power within organized religion can succumb to corruption. As the Kai of 
Bajor, a Pope-like position, Winn often finds herself at odds with Sisko in his capacity as the 
Emissary, feeling that his status among the Bajoran people threatens her previously 
paramount influence.
99
 She is shown to be disgruntled by the fact that she has never received 
visions from Bajor's gods, indicating that she does have personal faith, but her faith is never 
truly fulfilling to her. She largely wields the powers of her position in order to exert power 
over the political affairs of her planet, and often claims that the results of her machinations are 
the will of the Prophets. Eventually she turns her back on her faith, angered by the fact that 
she has never received visions, and becomes a disciple of the Pah-wraiths instead, which leads 
to her death.
100
 Winn does not exercise control through religion in the same manner as the 
Founders of the Dominion. Instead she is portrayed more as someone who has been corrupted 
by the power organized religion has provided her, but eventually comes to think that her faith 
owes something to her, rather than vice versa. To her, her faith and the power it brings in its 
organized form, is a tool that she can use. 
 With the story arc of the character G'Kar on Babylon 5, the series manages to portray a 
balance both negative and positive sides of religion that stood in contrast to the one-
dimensional Winn on Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. G'Kar (Andreas Katsulas) is a high 
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ranking member of the alien Narn Regime, serving as their ambassador to Babylon 5, and is 
early on portrayed as an aggressive and unpleasant individual. He is shown to be religious, 
often performing religious rituals and prayers, and his most prized possessions are hand-
written holy books and texts.
101
 He harbors a great deal of hostility towards the Centauri 
Republic and their ambassador Londo Mollari (Peter Jurasik,) due to the Centauri's brutal 
occupation of the Narn home world in the past. Motivated by the promise of martyrdom, 
G'Kar sets out to assassinate the Centauri emperor to avenge past injustices, but ends up 
failing in his attempt.
102
 As the Centauri bombard his world and occupy it once again, G'Kar 
is both humbled and humiliated by Mollari, losing everything including his status and 
position. After turning to drugs and brutally assaulting Mollari, G'Kar experiences a religious 
vision and has a lengthy conversation with an apparition.  
 
Apparition: [Standing in the dark] "We are a dying people, G'Kar. So are the 
Centauri. Obsessed with each other's deaths until death is all we can see and death is 
all we deserve. 
G'Kar: [Confused] "The Centauri started it..." 
Apparition: "And will you continue until there are no more Narns [sic] and no more 
Centauri. If both sides are dead, no one will care who deserves the blame. It no 
longer matters who started it, G'Kar. It only matters who is suffering. ... What is 
there left for Narn if all of creation falls around us? There is nothing. No hope, no 
dreams, no future, no life. Unless we turn from the cycle of death towards something 
greater." [The conversation continues until apparition disappears and is only heard] 
"You have the opportunity, here and now, to choose to become something greater, 
and nobler, and more difficult than you have been before. The universe does not 
offer such chances often, G'Kar." 
G'Kar: "Why now? Why not earlier? All this time, where have you been?" 
Apparition: "I have always been here." [G'Kar is bathed in light as the apparition 
turns into a glowing angel with Narn facial characteristics.]
103
    
 
 The conversation between the apparition and G'Kar is a sort of divine intervention that 
breaks him away from the circle of hatred and violence, and he begins to focus on the positive 
aspects of his faith to accomplish constructive things in his life. Unbeknown to G'Kar, the 
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apparition he saw was the Vorlon, Kosh Naranek, taking angelic form. But the vision and the 
subsequent events demonstrate the positive impact faith can have. As the story progresses, 
G'Kar is eventually captured by the Centauri and subjected to humiliation as a Centauri court 
jester, and is also extensively tortured, losing one of his eyes.
104
 But through the power of his 
faith and the desire to win the freedom of his people through non-violent methods, G'Kar 
becomes something of a martyr to the Narn. Through an unlikely alliance with Mollari he 
succeeds in securing an end to the Centauri occupation of the Narn home world. As the series 
draws to an end, G'Kar's transformation has demonstrated the power of individual faith and 
the impact it can make. G'Kar's book of memoirs becomes a revered text among the Narn, and 
figurines are made in his likeness as he seeks to educate his people in how to break the cycle 
of violence.
105
 Gradually he befriends his former adversary Londo Mollari, and he eventually 
explains "Mollari. Understand that I can never forgive your people for what they did to my 
world. My people can never forgive your people. But I can forgive you."
106
 
 With the tale of G'Kar's struggle, the writers of Babylon 5 tried and succeeded in 
making the series something more than a mere entertainment in a science fiction setting, and 
they go further than Star Trek ever did with a religious story arc. The story is one of aliens 
and alien civilizations at odds, but there are is a great deal of universal patterns and 
symbolism that can be applied to present day humanity. The history of the Centauri and Narn 
wars with their mutual hatred of one another serves as a parallel to many conflicts on Earth, 
like the Israeli-Palestinian conflict or the history of western colonization and its negative 
consequences in various parts of the world. Babylon 5 has a positive message and a moral of 
the story, making it clear that at some point the violence must come to an end, and someone 
must be the first to say stop regardless of who instigated the conflict. While the viewer knows 
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that the religious experience with the "angel" was partially manipulation by the Vorlon Kosh, 
we see that G'Kar takes it as a religious awakening and turns his faith into something positive. 
G'Kar is an example of someone who "turns the other cheek," he sacrifices his own well being 
to bring about peace, after fruitless attempts in the past to bring change through violence. That 
is not to say that Babylon 5 presents religion and faith as necessarily being the only path to 
peace, but it does underline how faith can sometimes be used for good as it can empower 
those with a positive goal.   
 
3.4 - Chapter Conclusion 
 The difference between the two franchises in regards to the portrayal of religion lies in 
the fact that the creator of Star Trek largely shunned it or used it to direct criticism, whereas 
the creator of Babylon 5 embraced it. The approach seems to stem from the mentality of their 
creators. Keeping that in mind, perhaps it is not so surprising that out of the four series, Star 
Trek: The Next Generation is the only one of the lot that does not have any characters with 
prominent religious beliefs showcased. Gene Roddenberry, the creator of Star Trek who was 
notoriously opposed to religion, was still alive and heavily involved in the creation and 
production of the series. And while religious elements were occasionally included in 
storylines and episodes of the different Star Trek series, it served largely as an occasional plot 
device and primarily involved religious aliens and their interactions with humanity, rather 
than religious humans. It is not until the series and episodes made after Roddenberry's passing 
we see some inclusion of religious human characters and a rare portrayals of their spiritual 
beliefs, although they still remain limited in scope. By and large, religion was depicted 
negatively with criticism directed at organized religion as a source of conflict and strife. 
 On the opposite end is Babylon 5 creator Joseph Michael Straczynski who jokingly 
addressed the issue of his beliefs by stating: "I'm not a believer myself, I'm an atheist. 
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Therefore I am an equal opportunity offender."
107
 Regardless of that quote, Babylon 5 never 
really took an approach that sought to discredit and criticize faith as a whole. Straczynski 
seemed to differ strongly from Roddenberry when approaching their portrayals of the future, 
as Babylon 5 maintained that religion would persist in spite of scientific advancement, and 
will still exist in the distant future.
108
 The series was not afraid to use religious motifs and 
historic parallels in the storylines, and while scientific explanations were used to unravel the 
origins of certain beliefs, a great deal of the mysticism surrounding faith was maintained. 
Essentially, faith was treated in a respectful manner. The character G'Kar at one point states "I 
am both terrified and reassured to know that there are still wonders in the universe, that we 
have not yet explained everything."
109
 The quote seems to summarize the approach the series 
sought to take when it comes to faith. It is clear that Strazcynski did not shy away from 
presenting a balanced view of religion as something that can have both a positive and 
negative impact on society, in contrast to the black and white portrayals by Roddenberry and 
his successors.  
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Chapter 4 - Masculinity vs. Femininity, 
Sexuality, and Family 
"In the past, women were often considered weak and inferior. But that hasn't been 
true for a long time." - Dr. Beverly Crusher, Star Trek: The Next Generation. 
 
This chapter will focus on how the Star Trek and Babylon 5 series depicted gender roles in 
their respective settings, to what extent families and family life was portrayed, as well as 
sexuality and sexual norms. While the preceding chapters discussed different aspects of how 
life in these advanced societies were depicted, it is equally relevant to look at how the 
characters are portrayed on the basis of their gender. In that regard, the chapter will explore 
the portrayal of female characters and what characteristic masculine and feminine traits they 
exhibited. This chapter will prominently use examples of many female characters that are also 
aliens, as in most instances these are largely indistinguishable from the human characters in 
terms of how they live their lives, as they largely interact with humans. The chapter will also 
explore what restrictions - if any - the creators of the series have placed on how the characters 
intimately interact and bond with one another. Certain emphasis will be given to characters or 
individual episodes from the series where the writers dared to push the boundaries, one 
example would be depiction of homosexual relationships. Additionally, focus will be given to 
other noteworthy instances where episodes or the actions and lives of characters provided 
social commentary and served as parallels to our society today. In the case of the latter, as 
was the case in previous chapters, to what extent aliens were utilized for the sake of parallels 




4.1 - The Relevance of Gender in Futuristic Society & Female Authority 
 It can be hard to assess exactly how the gender roles have developed, and to what 
extent equality between the sexes progressed, up until the timeframe of the different series. 
That is because the majority of the characters, as varied as they may be, primarily serve in a 
military branch of some type and the setting is typically either a military vessel or installation. 
Therefore we are presented with individuals who serve in organizations where it is the 
person's merit and ability that is the reason for the position they hold, and gender plays no part 
in the matter. From the way the settings are portrayed and how the series progress and play 
out, there are no instances where a human character's ability and skill is questioned or 
challenged on the basis of their gender. We therefore assume that, at least in terms of what is 
presented to the viewer, the futuristic human societies portrayed on Star Trek and Babylon 5 
enjoy equality between the sexes and that there is fair and equal treatment on that basis. 
However, regardless of the apparent equality, all the series have a greater ratio of male over 
female characters. In that sense, the society depicted does at times appear somewhat 
patriarchal in nature as relevant female characters are often few and far between. 
 Star Trek: The Next Generation is the series with the smallest number of female 
characters, and their importance on the show was minimal, being largely restricted to typical 
feminine roles. Stereotypical roles for women in this series were prevalent, and the female 
characters were reduced to the background of the Enterprise's daily life. The series only 
featured two or three women in the main cast of characters at any given time, though there 
were some female characters appearing in central, recurring guest roles.
110
 One of the female 
characters from the main cast is Lieutenant Natasha Yar (played by Denise Crosby.) Yar has 
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the position of the ship's tactical and security officer in the first season of series, establishing 
her in a more masculine role, but she is killed in the episode "Skin of Evil," paving the way 
for Lieutenant Worf (Michael Dorn) to take her position.
111
 That left only the more feminine 
Beverly Crusher (Gates McFadden) and Deanna Troi (Marina Sirits) as the female regulars on 
the show. Crusher serves as the doctor onboard the Enterprise, while Troi is the ship's 
councilor. With the absence of the character Yar, the female leads on Star Trek: The Next 
Generation seemed to be primarily serving in positions that are, to a large extent, synonymous 
with caring and nurturing amongst a male-dominated crew. That is not to say that the 
characters were somehow meaningless or without a role to play, but their positions do come 
across as somewhat limited in the scope of the show.  
 The character Deanna Troi on Star Trek: The Next Generation is a prominent example 
of a female character displaying feminine traits and characteristics, and is portrayed largely as 
a nurturing figure. She did not behave in the manner of the officers onboard the Enterprise, 
and wore more casual and feminine garments than the other characters, and also acting as a 
friend and confidant of the other characters. Troi's role as the ship's councilor was aided by 
the fact that she was a half-human/half-Betazoid, meaning she was partially telepathic. While 
she is a senior officer and sits on the bridge of the Enterprise next to the captain and the 
executive officer, her role is primarily to provide insight into the emotions and potential 
deceptions of aliens encountered. Furthermore, she often provides guidance and emotional 
insight for conflicted crew members throughout the course of the series. Several episodes 
center primarily on Troi, but they are almost exclusively in her capacity as the ship's 
councilor, somehow pertaining to her telepathic ability, or encounters with love interests. 
Only in a few particular instances, such as the episode "Disaster," does she exercise a 
command authority. In that particular episode, the other senior officers have been cut off from 
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the bridge, leaving a reluctant Troi in charge by virtue of her rank, and facing opposition from 
junior officers with more tactical training. Incidentally, Troi's main opponent in that episode 
is the female guest character Ensign Ro Laren, who is skeptical of Troi's ability to take 
command.
112
 The episode is, however, somewhat of a turning point for Troi as she later refers 
to those events two years later in "Thine Own Self," as she undertakes a supervised test to 
become a qualified bridge officer with the rank of commander.
113
 While she does pass and get 
promoted, the viewer never gets to see Troi in any command capacity as the episode took 
place close to the end of the series. 
 The character of Beverly Crusher is not as heavily featured in the series in comparison 
to her male counterparts, though she does display some degree of authority in spite of her 
femininity. In her capacity as Chief Medical Officer, she is largely limited to the sickbay, and 
it often falls to her to personally supervise the treatment of injured characters or solve some 
medical mystery that serves as the main plot of a particular episode. However, Crusher was 
also qualified for leadership, exuded more confidence, and displayed command ability. 
Furthermore, unlike Troi, Crusher was a certified bridge officer.
114
 It should be noted that 
Crusher is absent in the second season of the series, as the character is serving as head of 
Starfleet Medical, and her position onboard the ship is occasionally filled by Katherine 
Pulaski (Diana Muldaur, credited as "special appearance by.")
115
 Crusher also serves two 
other relevant purposes on the series: She is the mother of the character young Wesley 
Crusher (Wil Wheaton) who resides and serves on the ship, and she is a close friend of 
Captain Jean-Luc Picard. In terms of Picard, she is also an occasional romantic interest for 
him, and the series finale "All Good Things..." reveals that the two later go on to get married. 
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The episode, partially set in the future after the show, shows that the character has the 
capacity for growth and also displays her abilities as an officer. It depicts Crusher as divorced 
from Picard and finally as having her own command as the captain of a hospital ship.
116
  
 As Star Trek: The Next Generation was drawing to an end in the first half of the 
1990s, a more equal balance between male and female characters in the series occurred. The 
female characters on screen were presented as significant women in positions of importance 
and authority, displaying more masculine traits, and they began to be featured more 
prominently. The roles and responsibilities of female characters in the subsequent series 
appeared less superficial than those previously seen. Babylon 5 featured numerous female 
characters among the lead cast, serving in various capacities that included roles of authority 
and power. Also, Star Trek writers went a different way with Star Trek: Deep Space Nine and 
Star Trek: Voyager, both of which had female main characters in more varied positions than 
the preceding Star Trek: The Next Generation. That is not to say there were an equal number 
of male and female main characters on any of the shows, as men still outnumbered the 
women, but it was a step forward. Not only were the female characters in these three series 
typically vested with more authority, but they also featured more heavily in the overall story 
arcs and the plotlines of individual episodes, including action sequences, and were generally 
given more to do on screen. Overall this contributed to giving the impression that these 
futuristic societies were more gender neutral and not as male-dominated as the environment 
onboard the Enterprise from Star Trek: The Next Generation, but the women in the series 
would often exhibit masculine characteristics. 
 Babylon 5 had a mixed cast of characters, male and female, where gender neutrality 
prevailed. The series had the opportunity to portray an entirely fresh take on the future in the 
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spirit the creator envisioned, as he was not restricted by continuity in the same way the 
producers and writers of various Star Trek spin-offs were. The female military officers 
featured on Babylon 5, particularly the space station's two executive officers, were given more 
prominent roles than their Star Trek counterparts. First there was the headstrong and 
somewhat brash Lieutenant Commander Laurel Takashima (Tamlyn Tomita) in the pilot 
feature "The Gathering."
117
 Takashima was later replaced by the similar character Lieutenant 
Commander Susan Ivanova (Claudia Christian) in the first proper episode of the first season, 
who continued in the same capacity until the end of the fourth season when Claudia Christian 
left the series. Ivanova's role as the executive officer of the station was not merely related to 
day-to-day administrative tasks, but also diplomatic duties, tactical and defensive operations, 
and she was depicted as an accomplished starfighter pilot.
118
 Ivanova is portrayed on the 
series not only as a capable leader, but also as someone with a presence of authority, and as 
someone who inspires fear among the spoiled alien ambassadors.
119
 As the story progresses, 
she commands fleets of ships into battle, and eventually gets her own command of a cruiser. 
At the end of the series, she is depicted twenty years later as having reached the rank of 
General in the Earthforce military.
120
 As Ivanova departs, she is replaced by the outspoken 
Captain Elizabeth Lochley (Tracy Scoggins.) Lochley becomes the commanding officer of the 
station (though is not the main character of the series,) and she displays many of the same 
traits as Ivanova, being an experienced combat officer and a person of integrity and 
principle.
121
 What these characters accomplished was to challenge existing stereotypes and 
portray confident women in positions of authority and responsibility that was not limited to 
"nurturing" or feminine roles.  
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 Babylon 5 benefitted from its strong female leads, but the characters occasionally had 
a tendency to appear even more authoritative and masculine than their male counterparts from 
the different series. The executive officers on the Star Trek series, such as Commander 
William Riker (Jonathan Frakes) and Commander Chakotay (Robert Beltran,) were presented 
as masculine individuals, but not overly authoritative when interacting with subordinate crew 
members. That is perhaps owed to the fact that these were male characters with nothing to 
prove in terms of gender roles, but even so, that does not explain why a female character 
should need to strive to assert authority in an apparently gender neutral society. It is entirely 
possible that the creators of the series felt that in order for these female characters to 
adequately come across as individuals of authority, they needed to exhibit certain masculine 
traits, by being portrayed as ruthless in dealing with subordinates and antagonists; not so 
much for the sake of convincing the other characters on the show, but rather for the sake of 
convincing the viewers to take them seriously. Regardless, Babylon 5 did humanize characters 
such as Lochley and Ivanova not only by giving the viewers insight into their past, but also by 
exploring their flaws and also their intimate relationships. As such, the series was successful 
in balancing the portrayals of the military persona with the character behind the uniform, 
giving them depth and personality. 
 The female characters on Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, who in many ways were similar 
to those found on Babylon 5, are portrayed with a certain balance between femininity and 
masculinity. We see characters that are occasionally authoritative and a tendency to bestow 
upon the characters certain masculine traits in their personality to give them more weight in a 
male-dominated cast. The space station has a female executive officer called Major Kira 
Nerys (Nana Visitor,) who is of Bajoran descent (human-like alien.) Certain masculine 
aspects of the character are exposed by underlining that she was a capable resistance 
fighter/freedom fighter when the oppressive and brutal Cardassian Empire occupied her 
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homeworld of Bajor (which Deep Space Nine orbits,) and she serves in the Bajoran militia.
122
 
There is also the complex character Lieutenant Commander Jadzia Dax, who serves as a 
science officer onboard the station. Dax is a Trill (human-like alien) which means she hosts a 
worm-like symbiotic entity in her stomach, making her personality a mixture of all the 
previous hosts. Not only depicted as flirty and smart, she also has certain typically masculine 
sides due to the previous male hosts of her symbiont, making her fascinated by the culture of 
the brutish Klingon race, and also a capable fighter.
123
 However, as with Babylon 5, the other 
sides of these characters are exposed through exploration of their relationships with other 
characters in an effort to "soften" them. 
 The formula of stern female leads was dropped in the most recent of the selected 
series, Star Trek: Voyager, which finally depicted a female commanding officer with the 
character Captain Kathryn Janeway (Kate Mulgrew.) The character exhibits both masculine 
and feminine traits in the course of the show, but it remains a delicate balance where she stays 
somewhere in the middle. This could partially be attributed to the nature of the show, with the 
starship Voyager being stranded on the other side of the galaxy and facing a 70 year long 
journey back to Earth. The crew of the ship is depicted as gradually becoming a close-knit 
community consisting of approximately 152 individuals.
124
 In her capacity as the 
commanding officer, Janeway assumes the role of something akin to a mother-like figure for 
the crew. This nurturing role does not detract from Janeway's capabilities as a commanding 
officer. In contrast to the male counterparts in the other series, Janeway was handling a much 
smaller crew under entirely different circumstances on Star Trek: Voyager that necessitated a 
closer familiarity between her officers. Janeway's role as a "mother" to the crew does not 
really appear that different from Picard, who occasionally acted in a father-like capacity on 
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the Enterprise by taking the younger crew members under his wing.
125
 The mother-like role 
can also be attributed to Janeway's guilt over having stranded the vessel in the other side of 
the galaxy, and her desire to bring her crew home.
126
 The character is still shown as enforcing 
the chain of command to preserve order onboard the ship, and is not afraid to reprimand 
insubordinate officers who push the rules too far.
127
 Therefore it can be argued that Janeway 
was perhaps the female authority figure that, out of the series, was portrayed as the most 
"human." The viewer is able to experience the different sides of her, and her traits of 
femininity and masculinity do not become excessive as with, for example, Ivanova. Perhaps 
what separates Janeway from most other female characters, and even her male commanding 
officer counterparts in the other series, is a distinct lack of active romantic involvement with 
other characters.
128
 At the start of the series, it is explained that Janeway is engaged, and four 
years later she learns that her fiancé assumed her dead when Voyager vanished and found 
someone else.
129
 There is certain affection bordering on romantic interest between her and her 
second command, Chakotay. However, he later states "...There are some barriers we never 




4.2 - Sexuality & Relationships 
 Regardless of the barriers that Janeway and Chakotay never cross, most characters in 
these series have no issues entering into intimate relationships. We see many of the 
individuals in both long-term and casual relationships of an affectionate or sexual nature. The 
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male characters are often "alpha males" exuding masculine traits, having no difficulty 
attracting members of the opposite sex thanks to their strong personalities and muscular 
bodies. In order to accentuate the masculinity of male characters in the Star Trek series, the 
actors would wear padded costumes that gave the impression of more muscular bodies than 
the actors actually possessed.
131
 One example of an alpha male would be William Riker 
(Jonathan Frakes) of Star Trek: The Next Generation, who has a recurring relationship with 
Deanna Troi. But a significant number of episodes such as "Angel One," "Up the Long 
Ladder," and "Silicon Avatar" to name a few, are devoted to his encounters with women. 
Even Jean-Luc Picard, despite his age, is shown romancing women in several episodes of the 
series.
132
 These types of chance encounters with ensuing romances are not as frequent on 
Babylon 5, but characters like Stephen Franklin are shown as having casual sex on 
occasion.
133
 Ultimately, the depiction of romance in all the series primarily consists of brief 
trysts in stand-alone episodes with seductive and appealing guest characters. 
 It is clear that most of the characters are sexually liberated, regardless of gender, and 
sex is in no way taboo in these futuristic societies. Men as well as women are seen engaging 
in these activities with little apparent restriction, and we do not see them hindered by any 
social norms or fear of social stigma. Furthermore, the depiction of romance and sexuality is 
never lewd, nor is it referred to in any obscene manner, except perhaps for a distraught Susan 
Ivanova employing vulgar slang and stating "At least I should have just boffed him once."
134
 
Innuendo and thinly veiled references are sometimes employed, as in the case of the Ferengi 
practice of "oo-mox" which involves stroking the aliens' enlarged ears, from which they 
apparently get sexual pleasure. The Ferengi character Rom (Max Grodénchik) mentions in 
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one episode that he has been enjoying too much oo-mox by himself, implying that the act is 
something akin to masturbation.
135
 Creators of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine also speculated 
that Jadzia Dax could have been unfaithful towards her fiancé after her bachelorette party as 
the character expressed particular interest in a scantily clad male dancer.
136
 Similarly, the 
alien character Londo Mollari (Peter Jurasik) on Babylon 5 is unfaithful toward his wives 
when he engages in a relationship with a female slave.
137
 Ultimately, casual sexuality and 
occasional promiscuity is depicted as a natural part of life in these series. The series do not 
dictate what the viewer should think or feel about these interactions, and offer no particular 
moral as to what is right and wrong. 
 Interracial relationships and marriage is largely depicted as unproblematic and natural 
across all the four series also. The most notable example might be Miles O'Brien (Colm 
Meany) of Star Trek: The Next Generation and Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. He is a white 
man married to Keiko Ishikawa O'Brien (Rosalind Chao,) a woman of Japanese heritage, with 
whom he has two children.
138
 It should be mentioned, however, that relationships between 
different ethnicities of humans are rarely depicted in either the Star Trek the Babylon 5 
franchises. For example, Benjamin Sisko's romantic interests across the course of Star Trek: 
Deep Space Nine are exclusively black.
139
 We see the black character Geordi LaForge (LeVar 
Burton) on Star Trek: The Next Generation express his interest in a white female character, 





 In the case of LaForge's infatuation with Brahms, it is rather peculiar 
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that the writers chose not to depict the two becoming a couple or at least sharing an intimate 
moment of some sort, given that the groundwork had been laid in a previous episode.
142
 It is 
entirely possible that the writers did not feel comfortable crossing that particular barrier at that 
point in time.  
 Interracial relationships on both Star Trek and Babylon 5 are primarily depicted in the 
form of parallels by portraying humans and aliens engaged in intimacy. The practice of 
intimate relationships between humans and aliens, or relations between different species of 
aliens, is fairly commonplace in all the four series. The writers would occasionally depict this 
as problematic, drawing parallels to contemporary stigma towards interracial sexual relations. 
The characters Jadzia Dax and Worf on Star Trek: Deep Space Nine gradually develop a 
relationship in the course of the series and are eventually to be married. Consequently, Dax 
faces opposition from a Klingon matriarch who expresses disapproval of the impending union 
due to Dax not being Klingon like Worf.
143
 Similarly, the human character John Sheridan 
(Bruce Boxleitner) and the Minbari character Delenn (Mira Furlan) face opposition to their 
relationship and marriage on Babylon 5. The issue is referred to in several episodes, and in 
particular Delenn must eventually prove to her fellow Minbari, through religious rituals, that 
choosing Sheridan as her "mate" does not spoil the purity of their race.
144
    
 
4.3 - Homosexuality and Sexual Identity 
 The issue of homosexuality and sexual identity was also raised in the different series 
and intertwined with the topic of gender roles. However, the Star Trek episodes relating to 
this topic ultimately remained somewhat cautious as they made use of a parallels and 
situations with aliens, rather than casually depicting two members of the same gender 
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engaged in relationships. The first of the two Star Trek episodes covering the topic was 
"Outcast," an episode in Star Trek: The Next Generation's fifth season (1992.) The crew of 
the Enterprise visits the planet J'naii and interacts with the local populace who are depicted as 
a gender-neutral and androgynous species of humanoid aliens. Commander William Riker 
(Jonathan Frakes) works with the J'naii scientist Soren (Melinda Culea) in the course of the 
episode, and the two develop a mutual attraction. Soren explains to Riker, saying "The idea of 
gender. It is offensive to our people."
145
 She elaborates further that her people have no 
concept of gender and sexuality, as her species has evolved beyond such things. However, she 
admits there are those who are considered "deviants" because of a preference to identify as 
either male or female. 
 
"Occasionally, among my people, there are a few who are born different, who are 
throwbacks from the era when we all had gender. Some have strong inclinations to 
maleness, and some have urges to be female. I am one of the latter. ... On our world, 
these feelings are forbidden. Those who are discovered are shamed and ridiculed, 
and only by undergoing psychotectic therapy and having all elements of gender 
eliminated, can they be accepted into society again. Those of us who have these 
urges live secret and guarded lives. We seek each other out, always hiding, always 
terrified of being discovered."
146
   
 
 Soren's explanation regarding the social stigma and possible consequences of deviance 
from the norm comes across as apt social commentary. It relates strongly to the difficulties 
faced by not only homosexuals, but also transgendered people, in terms of having to keep 
their preferences and identity secret, or otherwise face exclusion or "treatment."
147
 As the 
episode progresses, the J'naii find out about Riker and Soren's relationship, arresting Soren 
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and putting her on trial for "perversion." Soren's superiors insist that on their world everyone 
wants to be "normal," whereupon Riker argues that "She is!" Soren then makes a statement in 
defiance of her people's dogma, saying "What right do you have to punish us? What right do 
you have to change us? What makes you think you can dictate how people love each other?" 
In spite of this speech, which could just as well have been directed at anyone who expresses 
prejudice towards homosexuality, Soren is still sentenced. She is treated and consequently 
loses her attraction to Riker and all inclination towards female identity, much to his dismay 
and disappointment.
148
 While the episode has a strong message of tolerance towards sexual 
identity, the parallel setting with aliens does somewhat diminish the sentiment. Furthermore, 
all the members of the J'naii were portrayed by female actresses with feminine features in 
spite of the alien prosthetic makeup. This makes the impact of Riker and Soren's intimacy, 
and the social commentary of the episode, less potent and poignant than it potentially could 
have been if Soren had been portrayed by a male actor.        
 Star Trek raised the topic of sexual identity and homosexuality again, this time more 
bravely, with the episode "Rejoined" in Star Trek: Deep Space Nine's fourth season (1995.) 
The episode focuses on Lieutenant Commander Jadzia Dax (Terry Farrell) and the 
predicament she faces when Lenara Kahn (Susanna Thompson) visits the station.
149
 Jadzia 
Dax and Lenara Kahn are both Trills carrying symbionts, and the previous hosts of the 
creatures were married over a century earlier. Trill hosts absorb the memories, feelings and 
experiences of previous hosts through the symbionts, triggering complex situations where a 
host can experience feelings that are not entirely their own. Jadzia feels the love that her 
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symbiont's previous host felt for Kahn's previous host, creating a relatively unique scenario.
150
 
In the original relationship, the hosts of the Dax and Kahn symbionts were male and female 
respectively, but consequently at the time of the "Rejoined" episode, both hosts are female. It 
is explained in that it is forbidden by Trill conventions and laws for the new hosts to reinitiate 
relationships of the previous hosts, calling the act of doing so "reassocation." The 
consequences of breaking these laws would be exclusion from Trill society and banishment 
from their homeworld. In the course of the episode, Jadzia Dax and Lenara Kahn try to 
maintain a professional working relationship while memories of the old marriage begin to 
resurface, specifically their love for one another and the grief the previous Kahn host endured 
when Torias Dax was killed. Eventually they engage in a forbidden kiss and face disapproval 
from their fellow Trill while struggling with the choice of whether to ignore their feelings or 
face becoming outcasts in their society. In the end Kahn is unable to accept the potential 




 "Rejoined" shared some of the same shortcomings of "Outcast" in terms of how the 
issue was raised and presented to the viewer. Rather than present the story in the episode as 
being about two individuals of the same gender in love, the issue was convoluted by 
underlining that the two female characters are attracted to one another largely as a 
consequence of the previous relationship of their symbionts' hosts which were male and 
female in a heterosexual relationship. The fact that Dax and Kahn are both female is not 
raised as an issue at all in the episode, and friends of Dax are seen as supportive of her 
choices and desire to be with Kahn. The opposition from the Trill characters stems from the 
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social taboo related to the act of "reassociation," and not the fact that they are both female. In 
that sense, at least on the apparent surface, the human society portrayed in Star Trek at this 
point is accepting of homosexuality, or does not recognize any particular distinction between 
homosexual and heterosexual relationships.  
 
"To the audience, you're playing out this metaphor of a taboo that you're not 
supposed to be involved with somebody. The audience looks at these two women 
that are in love together, but the show will never ever comment on it. ... The idea of 
homosexual love is going to stare the audience in the face no matter what they do, 
but we never have to mention it on the show."
 
- Robert D. Moore, writer on Star 




 This statement by Moore, from the special features of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine 
season 4 which devoted a segment to the themes and significance of "Rejoined," rings true 
that it was about a taboo rather than sexuality, with underlying themes for the benefit of the 
viewers. The special features provide commentary by those who were involved with the 
creation of the episode. In the interview, the creators and actors give the impression that Star 
Trek preferred to deal with sensitive issues in a veiled and metaphorical manner, rather than 
presenting them plainly without question for the viewers. The story of "Rejoined" is intricate, 
but the complexity of the relationship presented, and how it was written, becomes a safety 
buffer where the episode avoided confronting the issue of sexual orientation and associated 
stigma directly. When speaking further about the episode, the writers and producers said the 
episode was ultimately about love and the consequences of one's choices. However, the 
episode was the first instance of a same-sex kiss on Star Trek, which Avery Brooks 
maintained they did not intend to sensationalize, but underlines that it would obviously be a 
point of interest for the viewers. Actress Terry Farrell stated that the story was handled in "a 
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very Gene Roddenberry-esque way" and that it appropriately "paralleled what was going on in 
the world today." The writer Robert D. Moore went on to say it "really was an allegory for 
our society. That's ultimately what Trek does best."
153
  
 Babylon 5 presented homosexuality in a more candid manner that was not 
metaphorical or an allegory, by portraying an intimate relationship between two women. 
From the start of the series, the characters Commander Susan Ivanova (Claudia Christian) and 
Talia Winters (Andrea Thompson) have a problematic working relationship, largely because 
of Ivanova's hatred of Winters' profession. Winters is a telepath from Earth's Psi Corps 
assigned to Babylon 5, and Ivanova has a deep distrust of the organization and telepaths in 
general since her mother was a latent telepath who committed suicide as a result of Psi Corps 
drugs.
154
 Both women are established early on as having had heterosexual relationships with 
men, as evident of episodes such as "Mind War" and "The War Prayer" where former male 
romantic interests visit the space station.
155
 However, the intricate relationship between 
Ivanova and Winters progresses in the course of the first two seasons of the series, developing 
into a close friendship as Winters gradually becomes more disillusioned by the methods and 
tactics of the Psi Corps. While there are no explicit displays of affection such as an on-screen 
kiss between the two, they are depicted as sharing a bed. Later, Winters is revealed to have 
had a second personality embedded into her by the Psi Corps that is designed to answer their 
call and betray the Babylon 5 staff. This personality takes over and Winters is removed, and 
never seen again in the course of the series.
156
 Ivanova is saddened by the loss of Winters and, 
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during a Minbari religious ceremony where one tells a secret, confesses her feelings. 
Speaking to the alien character Delenn (Mira Furlan,) Ivanova says "I think I loved Talia."
157
 
 It is hard to discern exactly what the view on homosexuality is in the society presented 
by Babylon 5. Unlike the Star Trek episodes "Outcast" and "Rejoined," the story of Ivanova 
and Winters spans several years, and there is no apparently "moral of the story" or specific 
resolution at the end. Furthermore, the episodes that depict the interactions between the two 
characters do not solely focus on their relationship. It is very apparent that the characters are 
at least open to the idea of homosexuality, or perhaps identify as bisexual, though it is never 
stated outright. It is never shown how the other characters feel about same-sex relationships 
simply because they are unaware of Ivanova and Winters being involved with one another. 
The only exception would be Ivanova's confession to Delenn, who simply reacts with a 
saddened smile, expressing sympathy towards Ivanova's loss.
158
 The relationship between 
Ivanova and Winters is never problematized in the same manner as Star Trek's Dax and Kahn 
or Riker and Soren, so whether there are taboos or stigma related to homosexuality in Babylon 
5's human society remains uncertain. In that sense, the Babylon 5 story arc fails to serve as a 
parallel to our society in the way that the Star Trek episodes did. It does not offer the same 
social commentary, but rather presents the relationship as a story of mutual love and affection. 
The writers of Babylon 5 obviously felt that portraying this homosexual relationship on screen 
was unproblematic and acceptable, but the viewer gains no particular insight as to how the 
couple's fellow characters or the society they live in would react to their love. 
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4.4 - Familial Relationships in the Future 
"I'm not a family man, Riker. And yet, Starfleet has given me a ship with children 





 Familial relations and aspects of family life are also explored in the different series, 
but the topic is not as prominently featured as one might expect of a portrayal of futuristic 
society. This can be explained by the nature of the series and the military settings, with most 
of the main characters being career officers in some capacity, and as such the viewer gains 
very little insight into family life in a town on Earth. The key difference between the series is 
that Babylon 5 had a distinct absence of families onboard the station, whereas the Star Trek 
series intermittently featured families onboard the locations. Already in the pilot episode of 
Star Trek: The Next Generation it becomes clear that the Enterprise, and Starfleet as a whole, 
has a policy of allowing the families of crew members to live onboard.
160
 The premise of a 
ship having spouses and children onboard seems somewhat absurd and the idea behind it is 
questionable, but it does add a very human touch to the series that resonates with the viewer, 
and it does fit into the context of a utopian society. Furthermore, one might understand why 
these fictional crews of officers would appreciate having their families close as the characters 
live their lives onboard the stations and ships. Many episodes of Star Trek: The Next 
Generation show that the Enterprise - despite being a vessel for peaceful exploration of the 
galaxy - often finds itself in dangerous situations that threaten the lives of everyone onboard. 
One episode, "Contagion," depicts a sister ship of the Enterprise destroyed as a result of alien 
meddling, killing everyone onboard.
161
 In some cases children themselves are shown as being 
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in direct danger as well when the Enterprise is boarded by enemies.
162
 The potential risk for 
families onboard these vessels is further exemplified by the pilot episode of Star Trek: Deep 
Space Nine, where Benjamin Sisko (Avery Brooks) loses his wife when the ship he serves on 
is involved in a battle and destroyed, leaving him a widower and single father.
163
 
 Despite the apparent risks involved, having families onboard allowed Star Trek to 
depict aspects of parenthood, and thereby explored different kinds of femininity and 
masculinity. Many of the families presented on a regular basis in Star Trek are those where 
single parents raises a child on their own. Star Trek: The Next Generation featured several 
such familial relationships, and maintained the same formula employed with all its main 
characters, keeping a clear divide between the masculine and the feminine. In the traditional 
feminine role, the widowed Beverly Crusher (Gates McFadden) is raising her son onboard the 
Enterprise as her husband had been killed in the line of duty. Certain episodes occasionally 
tackle the difficulties associated with raising a child on one's own and show Crusher as a 
nurturing and compassionate mother. Beverly Crusher often seeks the advice of the male 
characters, such as Jean-Luc Picard, who often acts as a masculine father figure in Wesley 
Crusher's (Wil Wheaton) life.
164
 This was particularly evident in "The First Duty" where 
Wesley is investigated at Starfleet Academy due to neglect leading to an accident, as the 
episode features more interactions between Picard and Wesley than it does between the boy 
and his mother.
165
 Beverly Crusher is depicted as trying to do her best by herself, but the son, 
Wesley Crusher was a stand-alone character who was always depicted as a gifted child on the 
series. He had his own role onboard the ship during the first four seasons, going as far as 
being an "acting Ensign," operating the ship's helm on the bridge. The character is always 
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comfortable and accepted in this environment dominated by masculine males, being treated as 
a peer regardless of age, and even stays onboard the ship during season 2 when the mother is 
entirely absent from the series.  
 In contrast to the warm family relationship between the Crushers, Star Trek: The Next 
Generation later introduces the plotline of the Klingon character Worf (Michael Dorn) raising 
a son, Alexander, after the boy's mother dies.
166
 Worf is arguably one of the archetypes of 
male masculinity of the series with his brutish Klingon warrior heritage and cultural values. 
The story of Worf and Alexander eventually spanned from Star Trek: The Next Generation to 
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. It depicts Worf as a somewhat reluctant parent, but also as an 
old-fashioned father figure who tries to bestow his traditional values upon his child and being 
met with resistance. What is interesting about this particular story arc is that it shows 
Alexander eventually trying to live up to his father's expectations and often falling short. The 
boy finally gains Worf's approval after enlisting in the Klingon military and fighting in a 
war.
167
 The series do not offer much commentary on how Worf as a father cannot seem to 
fully embrace his son's choices until they are in alignment with Worf's own views and values. 
While it is always apparent that Worf cares for his child, he finds the duties of parenthood 
difficult, seeking and finding comfort in the advice and guidance of the nurturing and 
feminine Deanna Troi.
168
 It is also interesting how Worf seems to abandon his son after Star 
Trek: The Next Generation, and virtually no mention of him is made until Alexander's 
appearance in the later seasons of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. The series do not portray it as 
problematic that Worf apparently walked out on his son because they did not see eye to eye. 
Rather, it emphasizes Worf's approval when Alexander finally follows in his footsteps, and 
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how it brings them closer together.
169
 The story of Worf and Alexander could have been 
deeper and more meaningful if the boy had been shown doing something entirely different, 
and Worf actually coming to terms with it and respecting his son. In that sense the episodes 
can be said to offer a certain social commentary on familial relations with regards to strict 
parents, particularly masculine fathers, and how children will often go to great lengths to 
fulfill expectations and follow in the footsteps of their elders. 
 The shift in gender roles in regards to masculinity and femininity on Star Trek: Deep 
Space Nine compared to its predecessor was also apparent in how the series depicted 
parenthood and familial relations. It offered a contrast to Crushers nurturing femininity and 
Worf's rigid masculinity in its portrayal of the more balanced family bond between widower 
Benjamin Sisko (Avery Brooks) and his son Jake Sisko (Cirroc Lofton.) The relationship is a 
recurring element in the course of the series' story, with the character Jake appearing in nearly 
half of the episode of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. Since Jake is not one of the typical 
military officers, it is the most in-depth, non-romantic relationship depicted in any of the Star 
Trek series. The entire relationship brought more realism to the concept of families onboard 
the military installations. Benjamin Sisko expresses genuine concern and exhibits honest and 
believable traits typical of a caring father, stating to Jean-Luc Picard "I have a son that I’m 
raising alone, captain. This is not the ideal environment."
170
 The family moves to Deep Space 
Nine, which is located in a conflict zone, when Jake is 14, as his father is assigned as the 
commanding officer of the station. Unlike Wesley Crusher of Star Trek: The Next 
Generation, Jake is not depicted as any sort of wonder child, but rather as a normal boy who 
attends a school on the station, and also experiences some loneliness due to the absence of 
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other children onboard, underlining Sisko's point about the station not being "the ideal 
environment."  
 While Benjamin Sisko was portrayed as a strong masculine character and a military 
leader,  the writers do not shy away from having him displaying nurturing (and what might be 
regarded as traditionally feminine) traits in his interactions with his son, making it one of Star 
Trek's most realistic and convincing familial relations. Numerous episodes focus on the nature 
and depth of their relationship, such as their shared adventures, and their shared interest in 
activities such as baseball.
171
 The two both have a passion for food and are often shown 
enjoying casual home cooked meals in the quarters they share onboard the station.
172
 The 
father and son would frequently hug, underlining their strong bond. When Benjamin meets 
Kasidy Yates (Penny Johnson,) a woman he later marries, it is thanks to Jake who is eager to 
see his father in a serious relationship once again.
173
 Benjamin also supports and approves of 
Jake not following in his footsteps, as Jake chooses to focus on his affinity for writing and 
eventually becomes a journalist. With all these factors and traits, Benjamin Sisko balances 
masculine and feminine character traits, underlining how he is comfortable in the role as a 
parent, and rarely ever seeks the advice of other characters on how to raise his son. The two 
characters seem to fulfill each other and it brings a human depth to the show's leading 
character that was lacking on Star Trek: The Next Generation and Star Trek: Voyager. 
 Amidst all the examples of single parent families, Star Trek did also portray regular 
familial relationships with success. Star Trek: Voyager dealt with the topic of the main 
characters getting intimate with one another as the ship was so far from home, facing a 
lengthy journey. One of the series' prominent relationships was between Tom Paris (Robert 
Duncan McNeill) and B'Ellana Torres (Roxann Dawson,) two characters that shared many of 
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the same traits. Paris was a typical masculine male, portrayed as something of an alpha-male 
bachelor with a certain edge due to his criminal record.
174
 On the other hand, Torres was a 
half-human/half-Klingon who exhibited certain masculine traits by having a tendency towards 
violence as a result of her Klingon heritage. Additionally, she is shown as having an interest 
in things that might be more associated with masculinity, having skills in mechanical and 
engineering fields.
175
 The two get married onboard the ship in the course of the series and 
eventually come to expect a child. As such, the two are a rare example of individuals who 
develop out of the original and pre-defined character roles, abandoning the life of casual 
relationships described earlier in the chapter. They gradually gain more depth as they are 
balanced to exhibit more nurturing traits as a result of their impending roles as parents, 
accepting that having a child will mean a new phase of more responsibility and maturity in 
their lives.
176
 Unfortunately, the child is born in the finale of the series, which means the 
viewer never gets to actually see how the two actually function as parents.
177
     
 Star Trek: Deep Space Nine featured one of the most traditional and longest lasting 
families out of any of the series, with the marriage between Miles O'Brien (Colm Meany) and 
his wife Keiko (Rosalind Chao.) The couple married in season 4 of Star Trek: The Next 
Generation where Miles O'Brien was a recurring character. Eventually, O'Brien became part 
of the main cast of characters on Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, and the Keiko character 
continued to make regular appearances in that series as well. The O'Briens were presented as 
the most normal and well-functioning family out of those shown on the different Star Trek 
series. Together they have two children in the course of the two series, and raise them 
onboard the Enterprise and subsequently Deep Space Nine.
178
 O'Brien provided a contrast to 
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the other men in the series who are seen ascending the rank ladder and also engaging in brief 
relationships with random episodic characters. He was the "everyman" of all the Star Trek 
series, not so much driven by ambition of rank and career advancement, but still a skilled 
individual. He was never portrayed with the same type of masculinity as men such as William 
Riker, but rather as something of an "average Joe" who was passionate about family life.
179
  
The couple share the responsibilities associated with parenting, as Keiko's profession as a 
botanist would mean spending time on far-flung planets while Miles would take care of the 
children. It was even acknowledged that these military installations were occasionally so 
dangerous that evacuation of civilians was necessary, unlike Star Trek: The Next Generation 
where families were always along for the ride. During the wars and conflicts that threatened 
the, Miles would send his family to safety on Earth to avoid having them in harm's way.
180
 
Those nuances in the portrayal of the family meant that the viewer got to see what amounts to 
normal family life in this utopian society.  
 The contrast between Star Trek and Babylon 5 in terms of presenting the issue of 
familial relations lies in the difference in tone between the series. Babylon 5, while 
occasionally dealing with the romantic relationships and interactions of the characters, was a 
series about a diplomatic outpost that was at risk of attack, and also involved in wars. The 
writers presented a more realistic setting by downplaying the concept of having children 
onboard, at least not instating it as the policy of the space station, and even including in the 
introductory narration that "it can be a dangerous place."
181
 The series stays true to its own 
nature, and does not place spouses and children in the unlikely situation of finding themselves 
on a space station that is on the frontlines of war. On Babylon 5 it works much as it does in 
real life, with soldiers going off to fight and families stay at home. The Earthforce of Babylon 
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5 was not, like Star Trek's Starfleet, oriented around peaceful exploration of the galaxy, but 
rather at defense and military operations. That does not mean that Babylon 5 was entirely 
devoid of children, as travelers would come to the station and occasionally live on it with 
their families, but these were largely episodic guest characters of minor importance. 
Consequently, it is not easy to tell how familial relations work in the Babylon 5 universe, but 
we get glimpses of it when parents of the regular characters come to visit. From those 
glimpses, we discern that the view it offers is not different from Star Trek. Stephen Franklin 
(Richard Biggs), the station's doctor, has a strained relationship with his father who is a 
general in Earthforce, a situation similar to that of Worf and Alexander where the conflict lies 
in choice of career.
182
 On the other hand, lead character John Sheridan is shown as having a 
warm relationship with his career diplomat father, a relationship that seems comparable to 
that of the Siskos of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine.
183
 Ultimately, the lack of frequent familial 
interaction detracts from some of the series' potential in depicting an aspect of this futuristic 
human society, and does not provide any significant content that can be compared to the 
families of Star Trek.  
 
4.5 - Chapter Conclusion 
 In terms of the issues discussed in this chapter, Star Trek and Babylon 5 did not 
particularly differ from one another, save for the early seasons of Star Trek: The Next 
Generation, which was more conservative in terms of gender roles and the depiction of 
characters. The subsequent series balanced the majority of male characters by presenting the 
viewers with strong female characters that exhibited masculine traits. Accepting the military 
settings and the values of the characters as a reflection of the societies they live in, it can be 
concluded that they enjoyed an apparent equality between the genders, normal familial 
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relations, and de-stigmatized interracial relationships and sexuality. The series did, however, 
take different approaches in regards to how they chose to present the issue of homosexuality 
and sexual identity. Babylon 5 depicted homosexuality between humans in a straight-forward 
manner without any particular social commentary, and did not give any clear insight into how 
the characters' society would react. In contrast, Star Trek portrayed humans as apparently 
tolerant of the issue, but made use of aliens as parallels to put focus on the struggle for 
equality faced by those choosing to confront stigma and taboo related to sexual identity. 
While the utopian setting of Star Trek and the more dismal setting of Babylon 5 have 
provided a great deal of contrast in preceding chapters, the topics raised in this chapter are 








Chapter 5 - Conclusion 
This thesis wanted to examine how Star Trek set out "To Boldly Go" into a positive and 
utopian future for mankind, and how Babylon 5 presented itself as the "Last, Best Hope" with 
its portrayal of a future where humanity was still flawed, yet hopeful. In pursuit of that goal, 
636 episodes amounting to approximately 464 hours of television have been analyzed. The 
relevance of each individual episode has been considered to select the most prominent 
examples that proved how the series put forth their diverging visions of humanity. In 
retrospect, it is naturally clear that there are certainly other issues that could have been 
included, as well as other examples that could have been brought up to underline a point in 
the different sections, but that would have lengthened the entire thesis needlessly. 
 Star Trek was on a path "To Boldly Go," and it did so by faithfully adhering to a 
coherent vision of utopia that leaves a lasting impact. The characters are the heart and soul of 
the story, and the primary focus is on how events impact them, not how they impact events. 
As such, the series provide social commentary through the experiences of the characters. It 
does not show the struggle of flawed individuals trying to be an ideal, but rather how ideal 
humans maintain their principles, providing a role model and an example. This was most 
prominently achieved in its depiction of issues pertaining to racism and discrimination, 
individual faith, and most prominently the portrayal of gender roles and sexuality in human 
society. With those issues, Star Trek was at its best, managing to project present day issues in 
to a futuristic setting and giving the viewer an experience that could be related to. Regardless 
of the fantasy setting and the use of alien parallels, the issues being presented are still 
relevant. The series stayed true to their nature by preaching of tolerance and respect, and there 
is an optimistic vision of how the future can be. In the end, Star Trek truly did boldly go 
where no man has gone before. 
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 In contrast, Babylon 5 was the "Last, Best Hope" when it came to putting forth its own 
vision of the future that was filled with hope, while also reflecting on the past. While not 
portraying a utopia, it did no convey dystopia either, nor was it some sort of anti-Star Trek. It 
was a stand-alone series that tried to tackle many issues on a much larger scale. In doing so it 
benefitted greatly from the five year plan the creators had laid out, bringing a fulfilling 
coherence to the series as a whole. At the same time, this ongoing storyline may have made it 
hard for the series to resonate with casual viewers who did not have the opportunity to watch 
it on a regular basis when it originally aired. The story arcs were numerous and far-reaching, 
spanning from the initial pilot to the final episode, chronicling not just the lives of the 
characters, but also the history of humanity. Through the use of personal stories and parallels, 
the series provided not just social commentary, but really underlined the dangers of repeating 
history with its frequent allusions to events past and present. The strength of the series was in 
the depiction the governmental politics and social movements, the overreaching role of 
religion in society, and also the impact of events on society and the people within it. The 
central theme was the lack of stability as time passes, and how small things could have lasting 
consequences. Babylon 5 ultimately adhered to the idea that utopia and social tranquility was 
something that was far beyond the grasp of humanity in the time period portrayed in the 
series, but what truly mattered was the struggle to try and reach that goal, going one step at a 
time. 
 The issues and themes presented in the chapters form a distinct link in showing how 
the Star Trek and Babylon 5 series portrayed the difference aspects of life in the future. The 
tone of the series was accounted for, emphasizing the implications and differences between 
presenting a static and sterile environment as was the case with Star Trek, versus the more 
daunting and uncertain environment in Babylon 5. It was then established how war and 
consequent technological advances are seen as propelling humanity into the new age that we 
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see portrayed in these series. The historical backdrop is important as it formed a fundamental 
contrast between Star Trek and Babylon 5, and established how the societal realities portrayed 
in the series came about. Star Trek clung to the vision where the new age would be a peaceful 
one with the exploration of space while humanity enjoyed the perks and privileges of living in 
a utopian society. Babylon 5 on the other hand, remained adamant that venturing into space 
ultimately would not change humanity's tendency towards conflict. Consequently the 
humanity seen on Babylon 5 was one fraught with discord, but the series still conveyed a 
message of hope and the possibilities of change. The viewer accepts these settings that serve 
as the basis for the series, because they are simply the stage upon which the drama is being 
played out, sometimes with alien characters in place of the humans.  
 The Star Trek and Babylon 5 series tended to differ in how they chose to portray the 
moral choices and predicaments faced by the characters. With Babylon 5 was often it difficult 
to discern what choice a character should make in a given situation. A moral quandary might 
take several episodes or even seasons to be adequately resolved, if it had any clear cut 
conclusion at all. In contrast, Star Trek here benefitted from its tendency to resolve situations 
quickly and with limited debate. By painting a black and white picture of virtually every 
choice, the Star Trek episodes always benefitted from having a resounding moral to the story 
that the viewer could find satisfying. 
 Star Trek, due to the episodic nature of the series, typically fell short when it came to 
depicting any sort of long-lasting story arcs with significant consequences for the characters 
involved. The series were left depicting isolated happenings that often proved to have no 
further impact when it came to the story of the series, and the society portrayed was largely 
static. But this did provide the opportunity for Star Trek to depict clear cut social commentary 
and raise issues that might have seemed irrelevant if they had been included in a more 
elaborate story with dominant themes stealing the attention. The series were about depicting 
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the nuances of life in the United Federation of Planets at a personal and detailed level through 
the lives of the characters. We see the characters as exemplary individuals who live by 
guiding principles that are morally right, and the series thrust these people into situations 
where their integrity might be compromised.  
 Babylon 5 was a mature and complex portrayal of life in space, but tended to focus too 
much on the big picture with its complex political themes and tales of war. While there are 
certainly many portrayals of personal stories, the individual character development sometimes 
left something to be desired, as the focus was limited primarily to certain characters. The 
characters were often shown to be able to truly impact the course of events and had a 
significant role, and their stories are told, but too often there was not an adequate depiction of 
social commentary that would resonate with the viewer in a lasting manner. The constant 
drive of the story lines gave the viewer little room to breathe and explore the characters on the 
same level as Star Trek. Even so, the series stands on its own two feet as a daring attempt to 
take science fiction in an entirely new direction, which is admirable considering its status as 
somewhat of an underdog at the time of its conception and launch. When it came to 
portraying in depth social commentary on a personal level, Babylon 5 was not so much the 
"last, best hope," but for science fiction television as a genre it certainly was. 
 The end of these series did not mean the end of the franchises as a whole, but Babylon 
5 was less successful than Star Trek at continuing its vision of humanity's future. The series 
Crusade launched in 1999 and was intended as a direct sequel to Babylon 5 with a new five 
year story arc. But the series suffered from interference by network executives that limited 
Joseph Michael Straczynski's influence over the project, and ended after only 13 episodes.
184
 
For a while, fan hopes were renewed in 2007 with the planned the straight-to-DVD anthology 
called Babylon 5: The Lost Tales that was to be set ten years after the series with each 
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installment devoted to the classic characters. However, only two episodes were released and 
clearly reflected the low budget Straczynski had to work with. And so, the project was 
cancelled, marking the last installment of the franchise to date.  
 Star Trek, on the other hand, carried on with the motion picture Star Trek: Nemesis in 
2002 that finally brought the "next generation" crew to the final step of its journey. At the 
same time, the entire franchise took a nostalgic route back to its roots, with launching the 
prequel series Star Trek: Enterprise in 2001 that lasted four seasons before its cancelation in 
2005. From there it went on with the successful motion picture Star Trek in 2009 that 
rebooted the timeline and went back to the characters from Star Trek: The Original Series, 
such as James Tiberius Kirk, with new actors and a modern look. A sequel called Star Trek: 
Into Darkness is slated for release in 2013, proving the lasting appeal of the Star Trek 
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